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The Hillside Special Santa's reception desk, or donating spare
Program is ongoing through change to the money jars around
December 15, 2004.
campus, or just by
The children and
helping to get the
families receiving
word out and getting
services at Hillside
people involved.
believe ..
Family of Agencies
The top 10 most
need our help. The
wanted gifts include:
Monroe Doctrine has
board games, craftadopted the Special
making kits for all
Santa's Program. You
ages, duffel bags
can help too by drop(any size), basketping off a new and unwrapped balls, footballs, or soccer balls,
present at the campus center walkmans, food or gift certifi-

cates, blankets or throws, new
early readers, teen books, journals, and diaries, sweatshirts of
all sizes for all ages, and gloves,
mittens, and socks of all sizes
as well.
Don't forget the older children
also receiving services who can
easily be forgotten during the
holidays. Both male and female,
ages 16 to 18, are most often
overlooked. Donations for all
ages are greatly appreciated.
For more information contact

the Monroe Doctrine at 585.2922540, or stop by the office in
building 3, room 134.

KTa

The Santa Helper's

Women's
Soccer j
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He jumps, he scores!

Let's hear it for the boys!

A huddle?

Photograph by Joe Eckstein

He shoots-is it good?

ONOKB
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Joe Mbang grew up in
Cameroon, Africa and plays
power forward for our MCC
Tribunes. His mother inspired
him to play basketball because
she used to play. He also looks
up to NBA star Tracy McGrady
because he works hard everyday and is an all around player.
He is a Liberal Arts major and

wants to be a doctor or a lawyer.
After MCC, he wants to go to
Arizona State or Georgetown. He
is 6'6" and a very powerful guy
down low in the paint. He thinks
that they have a great chance of
winning the Nationals this year
because this years team is a lot
faster and works great with each
other.

He loves playing on the same
team as Donnell Cummings and
Mike McClusky; if they work as
a team they are unstoppable. His
favorite thing about playing basketball is dunking, blocking people's shots and shooting threes.
If someone wants to start playing basketball he would tell them
"to push themselves and work

hard everyday and don't give up."
He thinks his coach this year is
a great person, funny, and gets
mad sometimes for no reason.
"1 think it will be a difficult game, but if we play good
defense and work as a team, then
we will come out on top."

Hockey All-Star
BY SPORTS EDITOR

EDWARD REDICK
Tucker Jordan is the assistant
captain for the MCC Tribunes.
He lives on Campus and loves
being near his team. His major is
firefighting and hopes to go to a
Division I School to play hockey
and take over the family business.
He grew up in Cape Elizabeth,
Maine, where he worked alongside his father on their farm and
lobster boat. He has two sisters
and a brother who are all into
sports. He has played hockey
since he was six with his brother
and sisters growing up. He went

to South Portland high school
where he played hockey, lacrosse,
and football and was a threesport captain his senior year. His
most memorable moment was
when he was eight in Alfond
Arena in Orono, Maine home of
the Maine Black Bears where he
scored his first two goals of his
career. He looks up to his father
and says, "He is everything that
I strive to be, and works hard
everyday to support the family,
and I wouldn't be here today if he
wasn't there for me."

His favorite things to do
besides hockey are hunting and
lobstering. In three words he
would describe himself as personable, athletic, and outgoing.
He said this years team is nationally bound and is the most talented team he ever played on.
He would tell anyone that would
like to start playing hockey for
the first time to have fun or
it's not worth it. He said that
Geordie Robertson is the best
coach he has played for in his
college career.

Photograph by Cardinal Sports Imaging
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CALLING ALL
BY STAFF WRITER
CHRISTINA LEWIS

MONROE COMMUNITY
COLLEGE

Do you have children, but no
partner? You are not alone. There
are many people that go through
the same experiences you
encounter in everyday life. The
only thing that could separate
you from others is the chance to
become part of an organization
dedicated to single parents and
their children.
Parents Without Partners, Inc.
(PWP), is now the largest international non-profit membership
organization devoted to the welfare and interests of single parents and their children. Members
may be male, or female, custodial, or non-custodial, separated, divorced, widowed, or never

married. Whichever category
you are in, there are many benefits of being a member. Activities
include; group discussions/lectures, holiday activities, movies,
outdoor adventures such as hikes
and walks, and much more.
With all of these wonderful
activities offered, the most influential aspect of parenting is the
guidance and support given from
others. Whether or not you are
a single parent, or a member
of PWP, support is the greatest
assistance someone can give.
As a single parent herself,
Lisa Bates comments on the
importance of a support system.
Her mom has been by her side

through thick and thin. "She has
been supportive, and understanding," said Bates. "Without her,
the road I am traveling would be
a lot bumpier."
With all of the opportunities
offered through PWP, it can be
hard not to find a niche that just
might help you, and your children develop and grow, without
the help of a partner. They offer
so much assistance, it helps you
realize what the rewards are, and
what to cherish.
Regardless of the struggles
attached to being a single parent,
the rewards outweigh the challenges. Bates comments on how
the unconditional love is the most

gratifying aspect of parenting.
"When they are in my arms, it is
the most secure feeling for me,"
Bates said.
Would you like a rewarding
experience for your children and
yourself? PWP offers this, and
much more. Locations are convenient for all in the Rochester
area. There are two chapters,
one on the east side, in Fairport,
and one on the west side, in
Hilton. For more information
on PWP, contact the Tairport
chapter at 585.251-3647, and
the Hilton chapter at 585.3923547. PWP also has a website at
www.parentswithoutpartners.
org.
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Graduation Office
BY STAFF WRITER
WINTER COKES

Visiting the Graduation Office
is something every student has
to encounter until they register
for their final semester at MCC.
Recently, the office has relocated
from room 1-300 to room 3-107,
in order to expand their services
and cater to the growing volume
of graduating students.
In addition, the offices serve
as the management center for
students who have fallen into
poor academic standing. If you
are a student put on academic
suspension or probation, you will
hear from the offices via postal
mail.
Students beware! Graduation
is not automatic. Applying early

is a plus. Just in case those of you
who are finishing up do forget,
you will get a letter in April.
If you cannot make it into the
new office, you can register for
graduation online at http://www.
monroecc.edu/commencement.
After you are done with that you
will receive a primary audit letter informing you of your current
status and edibility to graduate.
Substitutions and waivers need
to be forwarded to the graduation
office too.
The graduation
office's
hours run from 8:45 a.m. until
4:45 p.m. For more information
call Susan M. Rock at her new
office number 585.292-2132.

The Monroe Doctrine
is currently looking for
exciting and motivated
people! •
Damon City Campus
Editor-in-Chief,
Writers, Graphic
Designers, Artists, and
Photographers
If interested:
Building 3 Room 134 or
call 292-2540.
Jodi Torcello.

AURORA BOREALIS
BY GUEST WRITER
SERGEI KUZNETSOV

Lori Moses - VaPA

Publication Information
The content of this issue is © Copyright
2004 by The Monroe Doctrine, and may
not be reprinted in part or in whole without the expressed written consent of the
editorial staff of the Monroe Doctrine.

Submissions
Editorial submissions from students,
faculty, and staff are welcome and will
be published at the discretion of the editorial staff. All writers may express their
views on almost any topic that directly
impact the Doctrine's readers. However,
this is not a forum for writers, with their
own agendas, to revolt against the college or aspects of the local community.
Writers should express their opinions
based on verifiable documented fact.
Any writer who expresses his or her
opinion based on what he or she feels
is true, rather than on well-researched
data that can hold up in a court of law,
assumes full responsibility for any libel
or lawsuit that develops.

Circulation
5,000 copies

It was one of those late evenings when S.K. was coming
home after parking his car in
the lot. Sunday night, the street
was empty, most of the windows dark. The neighborhood
was slowly dreaming away into
Monday. S.K. walked fast, breathing in cold November air. Exhaled
vapor rose up, into the dark night.
And yet, the street was unusually
light tonight. There was something else besides stars shining
lights from up above. S.K. looked
up and noticed strange pulsating
rays rolling up and down the black
dome of the sky. At first, this
appeared to be a hallucination,
but the vision persisted. Within
seconds the spectator admitted
to no previous use of any type of
hallucinogens; thought there was
not supposed to be a laser show
tonight, and disagreed on theory

of existence of aliens. It had to be
something else.
There were not too many
clouds in the skies so, after his
eyes got used to the dark, S.K.
could see clearly multicolor patches and strips of lights appear in
one place, and reappear in another, leaving traces of dim glow.
Long rays were flashing yellow
repeatedly, turn into diffuse green
drapes, move across the sky, and
disappear in multilayer clouds at
horizon. It looked like a big show
of special luminescent effects on
the black background. The vision
was absolutely spectacular, lasting for nearly an hour.
"God's appearance!" - a religious fanatic would have claimed,
"Nuclear bombardment" - a skeptic wouldhave interpreted, "Totally
breath taking!" - an emotional
person would have exclaimed.

S.K. not belonging to either of the
groups and not very educated in
astronomy just decided to search
for answers. Using Internet's
resources he found http://virtual.finland.fi/finfo/english/aurora_
borealis.html Making the long
story short, the vision in the night
sky is called Aurora Borealis
or Northern Lights in Northern
hemisphere. The sun emits highly
radioactive particles, collectively
called Solar winds which move in
outer space with an average speed
of 500 miles per second. When
these ions enter the Earths atmosphere, they become entrapped
in ionosphere correlated with the
planet's magnetic fields. Following
the chemical reaction of Sun and
Earth borne materials, roughly
l'OOO'OOO megawatts of power is
produced resulting in bright colorful glow of the skies. Auroral

incidences are mostly common
in Arctic and Antarctic regions
of the planet because of specificity of Earth's magnetic fields.
More rarely Auroras are observed
closer to the equator; the picture
attached was taken on November,
the 7th, 2004 in Fairport, NY.
"We live, we learn"—S.K.
thought. "Especially,"- he admitted later, "looking around our
environment could be very revealing."

Photograph by Sergei Kuznetsov

The night sky illumated by
Aurora Borealis.
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The FBI and Entertainment Industry Crack
Down on Piracy

BY NEWS & EVENTS EDI I OR

MICHAEL THOMANN

The FBI is teaming up with
the entertainment industry to
crack down on piracy and copyright infringement.
This isn't anything new or
unusual. Since the dawning of
the new millennium, copyright
laws and anti-piracy laws are
being enforced more and more.
The latest attempt, beginning in
early 2004, has many companies
stamping their boxes and products with an FBI Anti-Piracy seal
and an anti-piracy disclaimer.
Will this method decrease
illegal copying? No one knows

for sure. However, it should create more awareness about the
constantly developing issue.
"We hope consumers take time
to learn the do's and don'ts of
copying and uploading music
on the Internet. As the shield
attests, these are serious crimes
with serious consequences," said
Brad Buckles, anti-piracy director of the Recording Industry
Association of America. He continues, "We also hope that this
attention-grabbing reminder will
reinforce the fact that copyright
infringement is theft." Whether

or not this has any significant
affect on the industry is yet to
be seen.
What are the basics of copyrighting and how far does our personal use of copyrighted material
extend? All the information can
be found on the US Copyright
Office website at www.copyright.gov. The site goes into great
depth about how the process
works and how far our personal rights extend regarding copyrighted material.
Some companies have already
begun the branding of their prod-

ucts. People can look for the seal
and disclaimer on them in electronic stores across the country.

Hillside Special Santa
Program for Children
Ongoing to December 15
Campus Center Desk

'KRT

WHAT LIES BENEATH INTERSESSION
A Chance to Earn 3
Credits in 3 Weeks

BY NLWS & EVENTS EDI I OR

MICHAEL THOMANN

Did you know that MCC
offers students an opportunity to
embark on a magnificent adventure that will earn them some
easy credits between the spring
and fall semesters? MCC proudly
calls it Intersession.
What is Intersession? When is
it? It's a short semester that takes
place every academic year. In
2005, it runs from January 3 to
January 21. Courses are offered
in certain fields of study that
can be used towards a variety of
degrees. It's a chance for students
to get a job as well in places like
the library, bookstore, and the
marketplace.
Why take a course during
Intersession? Easy. There are
many reasons. It can help you
complete degree requirements,
reduce the number of credits you'd have to take during
the spring and fall, complete a
course that won't fit into your
scheduling, and most importantly earn 3 credits in 3 weeks. It
lets students enjoy smaller class-

es and meet others from different
schools, since MCC has students
from other colleges taking courses during Intersession.
To register, visit the Brighton
Advisement Center in building 1,
room 231 or call (585) 292-2298
for more information.

December 18-23
• Final Exams
December 27
• Final grades due
December 25-January 2
• College closed
January 3-21
• Intersession

Credits In

Three f
Weeks*

January 3-21, 2005
Register Today!

www.monroecc.edu/go/in tersession
Call 292-2300

MCC

LA ESTUDIO DE ESPANA
BY STAFF WRITER
TOPHER BAKER

Professor Scott Vrooman
show video and answered question recently on last summer's
Spain trip. He escorted a group
of students to an international Spanish school. There the
students were immersed in the
Spanish language and culture.
All of those who went last summer have described the program
as invaluable. Many hope to go
again this summer.
Many students particularly
enjoyed the more laidback lifestyle of small breakfasts, enormous lunches, and dinners as
late as nine or ten o'clock. Many
nights, the nightlife in the plaza,

which is a very historic and
extremely beautiful culture center of the city, would not truly
begin until after ten. Professor
Vrooman mentions, "One can
walk out at essentially anytime
of the night and find something
going on."
Make no mistake about it;
Spain is a lot of fun, but this
is a learning experience. Upon
returning from Spain, a student
can pay for just one credit hour
to take an exam worth three
course credits upon completion.
Exams are available on several
levels so students can earn as
many credits as they work for in

Bill Stewart & Greg Stewart
Ongoing to December 19
Rochester Contemporary
College Bowling Night
Wednesdays from
8:30 p.m.- II p.m.
Olympic Bowl
$10 for all you can bowl, eat
pizza, and drink soda
The Fantastic Literature and
Art Collectives present: "Jacob's
Ladder"
Dec. 1 — 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Brighton Campus Bldg. 5-300
Showcase Rochester
Dec. 2 — 5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
PAETEC Communications, Inc.
600 Willowbrook Office Park,
Fairport
Free admission
• Local employers offer co-ops,
internships, and job
opportunities
• Dress professionally and bring
copies of resume

Academic Calendar
December 17
• Last day of classes
• Last day for student
to process a complete
withdrawal

December
Events

Spain. "One must really apply
themselves," Professor Vrooman
admitted. The program is set up
so that a student can get
as much out
of the program
as they reach
for.
The class
will be open
for the second
summer session and will
begin in the middle of July. The
trip will be for four, possibly five
weeks and will cost approximately, $2,500 This covers the pro-

gram, board with a Spanish family, two meals, the flight, insurance, and estimated spending
money for four weeks. For
those interested, a program
like this is rarely offered and
never at a price
this low. The
course will be
called Spanish
Courtesy KRT
221-Exploring
S p a n i s h
Culture through Travel, and will
be advertised during the spring
semester.

The Isaac Project: A Sacred
Renaissance Christmas
Concert
Dec. 5 — 4 p.m.
Saint Anne Church
Free admission with suggested
$5 donation
For information call
585.244-7764
"Shanghai Ghetto"
Documentary
Dec. 6 — 6 p.m.
Warshof Conference Center,
MCC Brighton Campus
(Monroe A & B)
Korean Tradition Dance by
Cho Heung Dong
Dec. 8 — 8 p.m.
Center for the Arts - University
of Buffalo
$14 students
$20 general public
For more information call
585.461-2222
Breakfast With Santa
Dec. 11 — 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Monroe A & B
Holiday Cheer
Dec. 11 & 18— 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Dec. 12 & 19 — N o o n - 5 p.m.
Strong Museum
$7 adults
$6 seniors ad students with ID
$5 children (ages 2-17)
For more information call
585.263-2700
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ENCORE FOR THE
VAGINA MONOLOGUES
BY STAFF WRITER

CHARLOTTE MELVIN

The Vagina Monologues will
return to MCC during the spring
semester for a second consecutive year following highly successful performances here in
February 2004. The production,
in compliance with the rules for
V-Day, is a completely studentrun effort. Director Janice Lilly,
Liberal Arts major, is at the helm
for her second year.
The Vagina Monologues,
written by Eve Ensler, earned
her the prestigious Obie Award.
The Vagina Monologues has

evolved into something much
more extensive than can be contained solely on a theater's stage.
In 1998, Ms. Ensler began her
world-wide campaign to use The
Vagina Monologues to stop violence against women and girls.
The V in V-Day stands for
Victory, Valentine and Vagina.
Information can be found on the
v-day web site at www.vday.org.
Proceeds from V-Day performances of The Vagina
Monologues, wherever the play is
performed, fund this world-wide

effort against violence and so
far $25 million has been raised.
Locally, the money from ticket
sales for the 2004 MCC production of this play was donated to
Sojourner House, a shelter for
battered women.
Save the dates on your calendar for February 12, 13 and
14 of 2005 to attend The Vagina
Monologues at MCC to support
V-Day and experience this Obie
Award winning theatrical production.
Auditions for The Vagina
Monoologues

Lifestyles
Calendar
What: Brad Freeman Opening
Reception
Where: Mercer Gallery, MCC
Brighton Campus
When: December 3rd
Time: 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Etc:
Artist's Residencies
activities week of
12/6-12/10
What:
Bare Bones Festival
When:
December 3 & 4h
Time:
7:30 p.m.
When:
December 5th
Time:
2:00 p.m.
Where: Strong Museum
Featuring: *One Size Fits Most
By Chris Hogan
*A Pantomime
By J.D. Taylor
What:
When:
Where:
Time:
Cost:

Arthur's Here!
December 4 & 5
Strong Museum
12 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Included with regular
museum admission

What:

Wednesdays for Tots Music & Movement
with Bill Mehls
For:
Preschoolers
When: December 8
Where: Strong Museum
Time: 9:30 a.m.
Cost:
$4 adult member,
$3 child member,
$7 adult non-member,
$5 child non-member,
Children under 12
months are free

0

0

GLOBAL UNION / MODEL UNITED NATIONS
BY GUEST WRITER
SIBEL ERCAN

The purpose of Global Union is
to promote understanding between
nationalities, provide international cultural leadership and awareness. Global Union introduces
the history and culture of United
States to international students.
American students have a chance
to meet with new people and learn
about the cultures and languages
we have in our college's campus
community.
Global Union has a second part
which is Model United Nations.
Students who are part of the Model
United Nations get the chance to
debate about political and international issues which gives students
the opportunity to learn more
about world issues by attending
and hosting conferences. Model
United Nations has been part of
the conference at Harvard in the
past. This year they will be part of
the New York City conference.

Anyone can be a member of
Global Union. You just have to
have curiosity for meeting new
people from all over the world.
To be a member of Model United
Nations students needs to pass an
interview process and be selected
as a delegate.
Global Union has done many
activities and trips in previous semesters. Some of the previous trips are New York City,
Washington D.C and Philadelphia.
Global Union also hosts the one of
the biggest activities on campus,
International Day which takes
place in the spring semester.
Upcoming events include:
the New York City conference
in March 2005; a trip to New
York City with Spanish club in
November 2004; and International
day in the spring semester and
many community service projects.

Global Union officers
are: President, Sibel Ercan;
Vice President, Sarah
Lucas; Vice President of
Model United Nations, Nick
Shippers; Secretary, Alvin
Simpson and Treasurer,
Berna Alim. The advisors are Louis Silvers, Don
Beech and Tracy Archie.
Want to find out more
about Global Union? You
can contact us by
phone at 585.2922557, stop by our
office in 3-135
or e-mail us at
globalunionmcc
@hotmail.com.

Nick Shippers drafting a
resolution at the Boston M.U.N.

Photograph by Murk Strasscll

Global Union Members.

GUNG HO FOR "GOOD TO GO"
BY STAFF WRITER

What:
When:
Where:
Time:

Instrumental Concert
December 8
MCC Theatre
7:30 p.m.

What:
When:
Time:
Where:
Sponsor:

Skunk Hour
December 8
12 p.m.
DCC 4-003
Transitional
Studies, English &
Philosophy
Departments

What:
When:
Time:
Where:
Cost:

Renaissance Concert
December 10
7:30 p.m.
MCC Theatre
$3 for students,
$5 general admission

CHARLOTTE MELVIN

If eating healthy is a priority
for you, but navigating the eating stations in the Marketplace
causes your will power to plummet just as your hunger level
reaches its peak, don't give up.
MCC students have been working with the managers of MCC's
eight food establishments on
a project designed to identify
foods that meet the "Healthy
food choice" criteria and then
group the healthful foods together at each of these establishments.
Menu
Planning
Class
FSA-107, has been involved

in a hands-on joint initiative between the Departments
of Hospitality Management,
Health and Physical Education
and Health Services. Assistant
Professor Michelle Bartell of
the Hospitality Management
Department came up with the
idea. Now, Bartell's students
have the challenge and satisfaction of working with managers
to implement a fresh marketing
concept in a real world setting.
Professor Bartell says, "What
better way of learning than to
get out there and work with a real
life operation and try to come up

with innovative ideas and to help
sell a product? The students are
going to see it happen."
In the Marketplace, "Good
To Go" healthy food choices
will be grouped together. Cafe,
edu will focus your attention on
Freshens Smoothie drinks. Table
placards at Simply Crepes alert
you to "Good To Go" food items
such as Southwestern Crepe or
Harvest Salad. Grabbing a quick
bite to eat in the MCC Bookstore
can be healthy when you check
out cereal bars or bags of nuts.
Java's Coffee plans a new look
for their counter display to fea-

ture "Good To Go" items.
The Hospitality Department
is focusing next on food preparation in regard to students living
in MCC Residence Halls. Basic
Consumer Nutrition students
will present cooking demonstrations to students in the residence
halls and then publish A Simple
Cookbook with economical,
healthy recipes, A Simple Guide
for Stocking the Pantry and A
Guide to Local Restaurants. On a
broader scale, these publications
may also be made available to
the entire college community.
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After 9,
Events In Rochester
BY STAFF WRITER

COURTNEY DILLSWORTH

Besides the addition of the
Disney name to your resume,
Walt Disney World College
Program offers a paid internship
that includes college level courses. Participants
develop leadership skills and
work a schedule of at least
30 hours per
week. A student
in this program
has a chance to
meet people from all over the
world while he or she experiences a new work environment in a
different part of the country. The
student pays for rent and food
in the provided fully furnished
apartment, receives free transportation back and forth to work
and has access to a computer lab
with Internet connection.
"MCC has seen at least 300
students participate in this pro-

gram over the last five years and
99% of them love the program,"
cites William D. Sigismond,
Director of the Office of Adult
and Experiential Learning for
MCC. Mr. Sigismond
notes the opportunity for learning and
growth in this internship program where
the student, maybe
for the first time, is
accountable for their
job performance.
MCC music major, Toccarra
Nelson describes her WDWCP
experience with newfound confidence, "It does change you,
makes you grow, and makes you
so independent. You meet people
from all around the world," and
she recommends this program
to "anyone interested in a little adventure, who wants to try
something new and not be afraid
to step out of the mold."

"You meet
people from
all around the
world"

Kristine Dziuba, WDWCP
student representative and fall
2003 internship participant says
of her experience, "It's really
what you make of it. I learned
a lot about myself." Dziuba was
undaunted by her six roommates,
saying, "I learned how much I
was able to handle, the patience I
was able to have. It was stressful
at times." Of her one roommate
she feels she has "met a friend
for life."
Information is available in the
Career Center, Bldg. 3-108. It
lists the eligibility criteria for the
internship. Anyone interested in
the WDWCP, it begins January
2005. Contact the Experiential
Learning Center for sites where
interviews are taking place. Look
for spring recruitment in March
or April for the fall program of
2005.

After 9 p.m., nearly all of
Rochester stops, so what's there
to do for a college student?
There is Java's, a typical coffee shop located off East Ave, on
Gibbs Street. "Java's is a great
place to meet people and it has
a great atmosphere," says MCC
student, Sarah Harter. While
Rochester sleeps, Java's is open
until 1 a.m., so there's never a lack
of interesting people to talk to.
Aside from Java's, Movies 10,
located on West Henrietta Road,
is a good place to spend an evening. The dollar theatre is highly
affordable, and plays recent movies until around midnight. Right

across the street from Movies 10
is Jay's, an all night diner decorated in '50s decor. From first-hand
experience, Jay's Diner has excellent food and service.
A little down the road in
Scottsville, on Scottsville Road,
is Pulse Night Club. From those
who frequent Pulse, it's a good
way to meet people and have a
good time. In the same building
as Pulse is Steel Music Hall, if a
concert sounds more interesting
than a dance club.
These, plus countless other
events, are available to the average college student any night of
the week.

Want to place a classified ad in the MD?
Businesses, students, and faculty are welcome to
submit classified ads in the Monroe Doctrine.
For pricing and information:
Building 3 room 134 or call 585.292-2539.

It's SeaaUfrd to be Different
BY STAFF WRITER

KIM KING
Rachel Robinson, of MTV's
Road Rules, spoke at the MCC
campus on November 17.
Rachel is currently on MTV's
Battle of the Sexes and will
be appearing in the upcoming
January issue of OUT magazine.
Rachel has been touring the
country to speak about diversity
and identity.
She began by talking about
Road Rules, how she got on the
show and her first experiences
with the cast.
She said that she based her
first impressions of people on
their outward appearances and

what she had heard about them,
but found that was not at all who
they really were.
Rachel said, "Just because of
the little information that I saw
on the outside, I made all these
judgments." She added, "Two
weeks into the trip, I realized
everything I had thought off the
bat was wrong."
Through this experience,
Rachel saw the importance of
getting to know people who are
different from you. "It was the
first time I got to know someone
different," she said. In addition,
she found they were not that different.

Rachel talked about one of
her fellow cast members, Shane,
who is a gay man. She thought
they would not be able to relate
but after getting to know him,
found that they shared some of
the same feelings.
Kendall was another cast
member that Rachel pre-judged
because of her looks and the fact
that she was in a sorority. She
had made assumptions based on
their initial meeting. In spite of
this, Rachel and Kendall came
to be best friends.
She started analyzing herself when she went home and
was bored with her old friends,

whom she now saw were all the
same as her. She said that they
all looked and acted the same
as her. "I was cheating myself
out of so much,"
Rachel said.
Rachel talked
about how society divides us into
separate groups.
She said we should
come together and
share with each
other, regardless of
our backgrounds.

challenged, "Get to know someone you wouldn't normally get
to know."

"Be open-minded a n d get OUtside

your box," Rachel

Photography by Pam 1 lutton

Rachel poses with MCC students in a
"Steve Sandwich."

Music Recital
BY STAFF WRITER

ERIC PASTORE

MCC music majors showcased their skills in a recital,
held on Tuesday, November 16, at
4:00 p.m. in Room 12-126. The
recital was hosted by Dr. Herbert
Wise, and featured five performers.
The first performer was Daniel
Birnbaum, a student of Katie
Fittipaldi. His instrument was the
cello and he played "Bourree,"
from Suite No. 3 Movement 5, by
J.S. Bach.
The second was Josh Nordeen,
a student of Matthew Robey. He
played the piano and his piece was

"Grande Valse Brilliante," Op.
34, No.2, by Frederic Chopin.
The third performer was
Tim McCormick, a student of
Sarah Shank. His instrument
was the clarinet and he played
"Variations, Op. 33," by Carl
Maria von Weber, accompanied
by Matthew Robey on the piano.
The fourth was Matt Norton,
a student of David Olson. He
played the classical guitar and
his piece was "Prelude No. 1 in E
Minor," by Heitor Villa-Lobos.
The fifth and final performer
was Andria Rodriguez, a student

of Holly Bewlay. She is an alto
vocalist and performed "Strong
Enough," by Stacie Orrico,
accompanied by Terence Enoh
on the piano.
In attendance were nearly all of
MCC's music majors. According
to Dr. David Shaw, recital performances are required for all music
majors, but all music majors are
required to attend even if they
are not performing. This allows
time to make announcements
and give messages to them.

It is not too late to make a submission. Due to the
overwhelmeing response after the deadline, we,
the Time Capsule Committee, have extended our
acceptance date for submissions. We are looking for
experiences and insights, both present and future,
of Monroe Community College and the surrounding
community. This project is developed by students as
a way to bridge MCC's past, present, and future. If
you have any questions or would like to discuss this
project, please feel free to call the Photo ID Office at
585.292-2548.
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- YOU FAIL ME
BY GUEST WRITER

BRIAN WEIGAND

L i\ e S \ y

Converge is a band that isn't
a band for the faint of heart.
Their music is taking metal riffs,
screaming vocals, and hard and
heavy beats. Now you're thinking they are a metal band. Here's
the catch, take that sound and
put it into a blender and that's the
sound you've got. The Boston,
Mass, band has several releases
on Equal Vision records including their past release, "Jane Doe,"
which is a staple in the underground hardcore scene. Well,
they are back and furious again
on Epitaph records, which is also
the home of some groundbreaking punk bands, such as Rancid
and Bouncing Souls. This release
can be described in one word,
RAW. "You Fail Me" is like tak-

ing sand paper to your face and
rubbing it up and down. As compared to "Jane Doe," the recording quality is rougher. It has a
"we took a longer time in the
studio" sound". The CD opens
with "First Light," an eerie guitar riff that reminds me of driving through the desert at three
o'clock in the morning running
from an old lover. That leads
into the second track which happens to be "Last Light," where
the full band presents itself with
new material for the first time
in three years. It has been a
while where I can, no matter
what I am doing no matter what
time, listen to a CD all the way
through and never get tired of
the material and never switch the

tracks. However, there are tracks
I would consider being better
than others on this release, such
as "Drop Out," the title track.
Also, "You Fail Me," "In Her
Blood," and "Hanging Moon."
All the tracks are gold in my
opinion. The words that opened
this review will linger on. Not
everyone will like this band; you
have to develop a taste for it. If
you have weird music tastes, like
noise, and/or open to new things,
I would recommend this release
for you. If you listen to 98 PXY
or KISS 107, then don't come
near this release without salad
tongs. I know a lot of people
who claim to like heavy music
and were scared by this band. If
1 were king of the radio, I would

make every track a single on this
release. However, I don't think
that radio listeners can handle
Converge. Bottom line is if you
like going into a pit and picking
up change and roundhouse kicking this is for you, or if you like
something new and different.
"You Fail Me" doesn't do what
it says; they should have called it
"You Don't Fail Me."

Horoscopes
BY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

KIA C. BROOKS

Sagittarius: 11/22-12/21
Indecisiveness could be your
biggest nemesis this month,
Sagittarius. Don't let things
got too out of control. You
don't, after all, want to waste
any time. Speak wjth your
advisor before you make a
move.

Capricorn: 12/22-1/19
You may still be on somewhat
of a high from the last couple
weeks, and you will definitely
be tempted to let the good
times continue to roll, Capricorn. It is important that you
maintain a bit of stability at
all times.

Aquarius: 1/20-2/18
A raging wildfire is likely to
be underway by the end of the
first week, Aquarius. Fire may

be seen as a thing of destruction. Know, clearing out
offers a fresh new place for
new growth to flourish.

Pisces: 2/19-3/20
Treat yourself, Pisces but take
care that you curb impulse
buying! Save time tomorrow
taking unwanted items back to
the store, shop wisely!

Aries: 3/21-4/19
Aries, you might find that
your go-with-the-flow, easygoing attitude is exactly
what saves you this month.
Between tests, stress and personal life you could go crazy.
Lay low and let someone else
take the lead at this time.

Taurus: 4/20-5/20
A lot of fascinating and stimu-

Book Review:

lating letters or phone calls
could come your way, Taurus.
Books and magazine articles
could provide information that
sets you off in a new direction
in some way. You are looking
to transfer began to network.
Gemini: 5/21-6/21
This could prove to be a confusing month for you, Gemini.
Financial issues might be
complicated by computer
glitches or failures in communication between the parties involved. Keep pushing,
however, and whatever you're
trying to straighten out will be
resolved.

Cancer: 6/22-7/22
Cancer, stay focused. You
have an awesome plan, stay on
course. You should take that

intersession class. Stimulating
conversation could take place
with partners of all sorts motivating you. Write down your
ideas! You'll want to remember them all!

Leo: 7/23-8/22
If you've been thinking about
adopting a pet, this is a good
day to do it. Career and
money matters continue to go
well, and you should be in a
pretty good space. This frame
of mind should last you a long
time. Enjoy your month.

Virgo: 8/23-9/22
Virgo, personal or volunteer
work, is likely to bring you
increased satisfaction this
holiday season. You're enjoying what you do, feeling that
you're making a difference,

and meeting new frierids.
Nothing will burst your
bubble.

Libra: 9/23-10/22
You now have a strategy
Libra, objective and means are
at your disposal to succeed.
Maintain your strength and
get ready for action! Beware
of haters, and the green eyed
monster!

Scorpio: 10/23-11/21
Grab a hold of the boisterous
energy of the day and run
with it, Scorpio. Kick heals
up your and have fun. You
have the ability to set the tone
of those around you. No pressures enjoy your time off.

DVD Review:
BY STAFF WRITER

MATT TROMBULAK
BY STAFF WRITER

If you haven't had the opportunity to see the record-breaking sequel to the 2001 hit, Shrek,
a single-disc set has just been
released in time for the holidays.
taken
to
a
shelter.
She
has
to
live
I'll Be Your Shelter is an awe"Shrek 2," starring Mike Myers,
miles
away
in
a
cabin
for
several
some book if you enjoy romance
Eddie Murphy, Cameron Diaz
weeks.
Not
the
difference
in
race
and suspense. Attorney Jillian
and
Antonio Banderas, picks
or
her
painful
past
can
keep
these
Newman unfortunately witnessup
where
the first film left off.
two
apart.
It
doesn't
take
long
es a murder. At least it seemed
unfortunate at first. This hap- for Harrison to risk it all, even Shrek and Fiona are on their
pened during a thunderstorm in his most guarded secret for the honeymoon and are summoned
a downtown parking deck where woman he seems to love. They to the Kingdom of Far, Far Away
she works. Jillian earlier lost her learn to live in hiding together, to receive a blessing of the marhusband to a divorce, and the running from those who are after riage from Fiona's father. Trouble
death of her child. These series them, and trying to level their starts when Fairy Godmother and
of events and now being the wit- love. This couple learns that the her son Prince Charming attempt
to foil the relationship. These
ness of a murder is very uneasy impossible can be possible.
for Jillian. Things do brighten
If you think this sounds inter- are just two new characters for
up for Jillian when she meets esting, you can buy the book at this second installment alongDetective Harrison Blake. Blake a local Wal-Mart for only $6.87. side Antonio Banderas' Puss-inis one of the city's finest, and is This book is a Genesis Press Boots.
appointed to be the lead detective Company product. They sell
There are many more pop culin this case.
many similar books and authors ture references in this film than
the original. Since picking this
When Jillian's office window so check them out!
up on DVD, it is easier to see
gets shattered by bullets, she is
OLIVENE ADAMS

all the references more clearly.
Instead of Old Navy, there is Old
Knavery. Instead of Bob's Big
Boy, we see a Friar's Fat Boy.
"Knights" has replaced the TV
show "Cops." There are also
references from "Spider-Man,"
and the "Lord of the Rings: The
Fellowship of the Ring" reference in the opening sequence,
shows how much more commercial this film is.
The DVD itself is decent as a
whole. Cutting back from a double-disc in "Shrek" to a singledisc in "Shrek 2" is an ultimate
disappointment. The special features are geared more toward
youngerviewers. Special Features
include "Far, Far Away Idol,"
which is based on "American
Idol," The Tech of Shrek 2, Meet
Puss-in-Boots, trailers and music
videos from Counting Crows.
There is another disc to the film,

but will cost more to buy. "Shrek:
The Story So Far" is a 4-disc box
set for those who own neither
film. Containing a 2-disc edition
of "Shrek" and a 2-disc edition
of "Shrek 2," the box set is only
available in full-screen.
The digital transfer is impressive as usual and is one of the
best digital tracks to come from
DreamWorks. With over 440 million copie s sold within the first
day, "Shrek 2" is one film to add
to the collection, whether or not
you think animated films are just
for kic

tesy KRT
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Music & Technology
BY GUEST WRITER
SARAH VITELLO

With powerful, yet intriguing
technology exploding, music is
the fastest growing love affair
out there. This affair is going
global; the universal language of
music is capturing hearts everywhere it goes.
With music at the blink of
an eye and the snap of a finger, it's so easy to see why so
many people have embraced it.
Technology in this business, is
becoming so advanced and so
readily available to all generations. With different sources like
television, stereos, computers,
the Internet, and MP3 players,
you can listen to different types
of music based on personal preference and affordability.

Television is a great way to
be able to access music, especially with music-focused channels like MTV, VH1 and CMT.
With Digital Cable emerging,
more possibilities are becoming
available. Digital Cable is making hundreds of music channels
available, not for watching music
videos, but for listening to your
favorite genre of music.
Stereos of one form or another, from Thomas Edison's phonograph to today's modern stereo,
have been around for generations. Stereos offer the flexibility
of being able to listen to the radio
or listening to tapes and CDs.
Stereos are great to bring with
you anywhere, and they range in

Palestine is Me

size and price according to your
need. In today's society, stereos
with CD players come standard
in cars! Talk about wanting you
to be able to listen to your music
anytime, anywhere.
Technology has combined
computers and Internet to further expand our experience
with music. Computers have the
capability to copy and download music from the Internet for
our enjoyment. There are several different programs that allow
music to be played, like iTunes
from Apple and Windows Media
Player. These programs not only
allow you to play your favorite CDs, but it allows you to
play music downloaded from the

Internet as well as play music technologies, it's hard to break
that is played on Web Radio.
the addiction of music. This techDownloading music from nology helps music to reach into
the Internet can be played on your soul and fill a void. Music
those computer programs, but is somewhat like life; with each
technology has further expand- passing moment of each passing
ed the options for these songs. day, nothing is the same. As you
MP3 players are portable music live life it changes incredibly,
players that CDs and Internet creating only memories that you
downloads can be imported to. can look back on. Music, once
These players are great for any- it is played, captures your emoone who likes to listen to music, tions, and creates a memory. The
especially people playing sports. next time you hear that song,
They have great battery life, and it may not affect you the same,
you don't have to worry about it's a new experience each time
the music skipping. These are you hear it, but you will also
an upgrade of walkmans, and look back and remember how it
Discmans, except that the music affected your emotions as it first
is digital.
reached your ears.
With all of these emerging

MCC'S CHILD CARE CENTER
BY LIFESTYLES EDITOR
LISA BATES

BY GUEST WRITER
WEGDAN ASHKAR

Palestine is me, And I am Palestine
I have a history, And I have a past
You break my bones, And put in me holes
You take away my home, my children, my life
Stop the violence, Stop the bloodshed, Stop the killings
I will live in fear no more
I will fight for what is right
The right to Life, Liberty, and Pursuit of Happiness
I will fight with rocks and stones
God be with me, God help me
To protect my religion and protect myself
You cannot deny me
Be me dead or be me alive
I will not be silenced
1 will not be forgotten
Palestine is me
And I am Palestine

Courtesy KRT

The MCC Childcare Center is
a nationally accredited facility,
and it is located on the Brighton
Campus in building 22. The center accepts children as young
as eight weeks up to five years
old. Audrey Abbondanzieri,
MCC's Director of Childcare at
the center says, "The center is a
safe and educational home away
from home for the children, and
it allows the students to focus on
their classes knowing the children are nearby."
The attendance at the childcare center is up from last
year. However, the center lost
federal grant money from the
Department
of Education
(approximately $93,000), and
although they still have a SUNY
grant, it is much smaller this
year (loss of approximately
$40,000). These grants enable
them to help keep the out-ofpocket expense for the student
down. With the cutting of the
grants, the number of students
receiving services through the

childcare center has decreased.
This decrease in funds has led to
the center accepting more children from the community (parents who don't attend MCC).
Students still have hope. The
childcare center works with the
Financial Aid office and with the
Department of Social Services
to help subsidize the cost for
students. Audrey Abbondanzieri
offers a tip, "If a student goes
full time and schedules their
classes on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, then the child only
has to be at the center for three
days. The student only has to
pay for those three days."
The ratio of children to adults
is great compared to some of
the other childcare facilities in
the area. The center is not only
professionally staffed, but has
the added benefit of students in
the Early Care and Education
Program working in the classroom. This allows the children
more access to an adult for
one-on-one interaction.

The MCC Child Care Center
offers students a safe, convenient and affordable place to
send their child while they focus
on classes. For more information
on the Child Care Center check
out MCC's website at www.monroecc.edu.
You can find events that are
happening at the Child Care
Center throughout the semester
on the website also. If you are
interested in advocacy opportunities relating to funding for the
center you can call the center at
585.292-2640. The Child Care
Center is open Monday - Friday
from 7 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Submitted Photograph

Children entertained at center.

Live Up to its Name

The
BY STAFF WRITER
MATT TROMBULAK

This film certainly lives up
to its name. "The Incredibles" is
the latest animated feature from
Disney/Pixar. It is about a superhero family forced to come out of
retirement after a loyal supporter
tries to take over the world. It's
really not the story or family values that make this film incredible. That aspect of the film is
cliche.
The first half of the film is
well done. Adults will be able to
relate to the situations that take
place. Juggling between family
and work life is something that
makes this different from other

Pixar films. Also, the fact that
the story is more human than
those about rival toys and lost
fish helps the film achieve a more
mature tone. The second half of
"The Incredibles" drags on and
seems more like a video game
than anything else. However, the
one thing I was impressed with
was how far the animation has
come since the 1995 release of
"Toy Story."
Every member of the
Incredibles' family has a different power. Mr. Incredible has
superhuman strength. His wife
Elastigirl can stretch to unfath-

omable lengths and still maintain
shape. Their son Dash can outrun anyone, while their daughter Violet can create force fields.
Being that this is the first PG
Pixar film, there is much more
action and much more of an adult
tone. Never before have I seen
so much stylized violence from
a studio that has stayed family
friendly. This stylized violence
improves the product and hasn't
kept viewers away.
Grossing over 70 million dollars in opening weekend and
144 million in its first ten days,
Disney/Pixar seems to have

another worthwhile hit on their
hands. If the small weekend
decline continues through the
rest of the year, "The Incredibles"
could be looking at over 300 million dollars domestically, putting the film in the same company as last year's record-breaking "Finding Nemo," which was
also from the same studio. Three
years ago, Pixar's "Monster's
Inc." debuted on the same day
as the DVD release of "Shrek,"
and history has repeated itself
again with "The Incredibles" and
"Shrek 2."
"The Incredibles" is worth

a viewing, but as this rivalry between Disney/Pixar and
DreamWorks continues to grow
in intensity, I'd have to choose
"Shrek 2" as the better of the
two.
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WHAT'S THE SIZE OF
YOUR NOSE?

BY STAFF WRITER

CHRISTINA LEWIS

RV

N

Okay face it, we all lie, right?
The real question is how big that
Pinocchio nose is, and how often
do those lies come out? Lies are
lies, but according to others, lies
are different.
A series of studies out of
Cornell University shows the
effects of communication mediums on the rate of lies used in
daily interactions. Research suggests as many as one third of
typical daily interactions involve
some form of deception. On average, the study proved 37% of lies

were from telephone calls, 27%
were of face-to-face interactions,
21% of instant messages, and the
least was e-mails at 14%.
People tend to fear the concept of lying when they know it
can come back to them; hence
the written proof. This is why
e-mails (and instant messages
are possible) are automatically
recorded, proving to have the
least amount of deception.
Phone conversations, faceto-face interactions (and instant
messages) tend to have the high-

est rate of deception because
most are unplanned and tend to
surface spontaneously from conversation.
Instant messages and e-mails
tend to have the least percentage
of lies, because they eliminate or
alter nonverbal cues, and adjust
the timing of communication.
Because these mediums are written, it gives more time to prepare
their responses.
Studies have proven statistics
of concentrated areas of interest, but do they prove each and

every individual's lying habits?
No, they do not, and can not
prove every person's lying habits!
Each person is different, and it
is impossible to say one medium
has the highest rate of deception
oppose to another medium.
We all lie one point or another, whether it is a white lie or
a major life altering lie, like an
affair. Point taken, lies are1 lies.
It doesn't matter what medium
is used to do such... LIES ARE
LIES!

MCC STUDENTS MAKE THE GRADE WITH
ME?

BY STAFF WRITER

LAURIE CONRAD

I talked to Justin Yelle, an
I recently came across an article about a man in Upstate New employee of the Coal Tower resYork who was arrested last month taurant in Pittsford, who stated,
for leaving an inadequate tip. As "College kids are better tippers
unbelievable as that seems, the because they are waiters themgood news is that MCC students selves." Most students I talked
to said that they
will probably not
<
appreciate those
find themselves
that work in the
posing for a mug
service industry.
shot for being too
They
know that
cheap. I surveyed
waiting
tables is
a number of stuhard
work
and
dents on campus
usually pays less
who claimed that
than minimum
they
generally
wage, therefore,
leave a 15% gratips are the key
tuity, and someJustin Yelle to financial surtimes more if the
vival. I did interservice is really great. This percentage seems view a few students who were
to be the standard acceptable vague about their tipping habamount that does not leave a its. Further conversation revealed
server wondering what they did that these students did not yet
wrong or why the customer left have the funds for eating out in
a miserly amount despite great restaurants where tipping is standard. So, it seems that those with
service.

"College
kids are
better tippers
because they
are waiters
themselves."

the cash are tipping, and the proverbial poor college student was
not eating in fine dining establishments anyway, so tips were of
no consequence.
I wanted to find out if the students I spoke with were being
straight up. I stopped by Sorelle,
MCC's Java and pastry spot located between buildings 4 and 12 on
campus, for a cup of coffee and a
quick chat. Rene Abisch and Jon
Swan, both employed at Sorelle,
reported that 50% of students
tipped well. In fact, the students
that did leave a tip generally
left a significantly larger amount
than some of the professors that
came by for their caffeine fix.
With that, I promptly dropped
my usual gratuity of 75 cents for
a $1.25 cup of coffee and moved
on.
My next stop was Friday's
Restaurant across the street from
campus. There I found an MCC

DARFURIAN WARS

student waiting tables willing to
chat who concurred with what I
had learned from other students.
The college crowd tipped an
average of 15%. He did say that
some younger adults do not know
what gratuity is all about but that
those who worked in food service
themselves were definitly the
highest tippers amoung student
patrons. I also went next door to
Flour City Brewing where I was
told the same thing by staff there.
The college student
leaves a decent tip.
I was pleasantly surprised to find
out just how gratuitous our student
body is. If you find
yourself out enjoying a great meal
and want an easy
way to figure out
how much tip you
should leave, just

look at the ta* and double it.
It won't be exact, but it will be
close enough. As for the man
who was arrested for the measely
tip, the story goes that he left less
than 10% when the restaurant's
policy was a minimum 18% for
a party of six or more. Whether
or not a gratuity charge is a legal
debt remains to be seen. For our
students here at MCC, I don't
think this will be an issue!

Photography by Murk Slrassdl

Start tipping!

English 215 Hybrid Class Spring '05
Are you interested in an online course but aren't sure how
you feel about not having face-to-face class time?

BY STAFF WRITER

Are you self-motivated and self-disciplined?

ETHAN LYON

The UN said, "Never Again"
after Rawanda in 1994, but
there are still innocent people
slain every day at the hands of
degenerate thugs that go by the
name of Janjaweed. More U.S.
and world military involvement
is needed to help the people of
Darfur fight back and defend
their farms, families and homes.
The existence of the Janjaweed
is the fault of Sudanese President
Omar al-Bashir. After a band of
rebels called the Sudan Liberation
Army killed 75 Sudanese soldiers in an attempt to "protest"
the blind eye the government
was turning toward Darfur,
Omar al-Bashir summoned the
help of local tribesmen to help

him eliminate the insurgency.
Arab nomads were eager to help.
Volunteers, known as the
Janjaweed, found an opportunity in 2003 to rape and pillage
Darfurian towns — sometimes
with Sudan's security forces running alongside them. The excuse
for massacring and committing
genocide against the Darfurian
people — most likely farmers and
peasants villagers — is that they
are suppressing the insurgency.
They have murdered over fifty
thousand Darfurians, and the
numbers will most certainly rise.
Supplies from volunteer and other
organizations around the world
are being sent to Chad and Darfur
in order to nurse the refugees

back to health after they and their
children have not eaten in days,
been shot at by the Janjaweed
and suffered from injuries.
Now that vital aid for the wounded Darfurian's is assured, another tactical maneuver needs to be
enacted. The Janjaweed will keep
destroying villages until there is
nothing left. For that to stop, the
Janjaweed need to be defeated.
Large amounts of military support will need to be dispatched to
help train the Darfurian people,
and fight with them against the
Janjaweed. There is help for those
who get out alive, and through
international efforts lives have
and will be saved.

Are you computer literate?
Are you interested in reading literature
written for children?
English 215: BH1 might be for you!
Course Description: "A survey of classic and contemporary children's works from Aesop to Rowling. Students will analyze a variety of different genres such as fables, poems, myths, fairy tales,
picture books, and novels with themes such as evil, escape, individuality, and the demands of society. Critical approaches such as
historical, psychological, feminist, and Marxist theories may be
discussed and applied to texts."
English 215 BH1 is a hybrid class—it meets only once a
week face-to-face (Wed. from 1-1:50) and the rest of the
week you do the work from home online.
This course fulfills a literature, humanities, or general
Elective
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Reconstruction Efforts... Still remains
Unrest... Sad return to Home... Al Qaeda...
How to solve the problem... Not Again

BV STAFF WRITER

ETHAN LYON

When it seemed like the
fighting would never end for
the Balkans, the future seems to
be a little brighter. The international reconstruction efforts to
help the Balkans to regain stability are in full swing. But there
still remains some unrest for the
war-torn region.
An estimated 1 million people returned to their homes in
July. They returned to some
areas, like Sarajevo, where
4,000 shells were dropped on
a "normal" day. These shells
and bombs made shrapnel out of

their communities.
Their homes might not be the
same as when they fled, years
before. Some returned without
children, wives, husbands, and
grandparents to charred remains
of their homes. The UN spent
over $500 million on programs
for refugees since a year before
the close of the war in 1996.
Currently, the economy
of Bosnia is riddled with bullets, resonant from the violence
years ago. Crime runs rampant
in some parts of the Balkan
states. An estimated 1.4 billion

Monroe Community College
Damon City Campus

:

SPRING 2005
ADVISEMENT AND REGISTRATION

marks ($770 million) are lost
to various crime syndicates in
Bosnia—a fertile ground for terrorist groups, like Al Qaeda,
who sows its seeds in what it
considers a "crippled state."
To help eliminate the crime
problem, the communities have
to be rebuilt and new jobs have
to be created. Though international agencies are pouring in
millions of dollars, there should
be more funding for reconstruction efforts. U.S. troops and
more volunteer organizations
from around the world should

get involved to help stabilize the
area. A "crippled state" cannot
survive on its own, it needs the
support from other countries. If
the states do not become stable
within a certain period of time,
terrorists are more than willing
to pitch in a hand. It could be
another Afghanistan.
Through immediate reconstruction efforts, schools can be
built to help educate not only the
generation of today, but also the
construction worker who might
be using equipment far past his/
her capabilities. It would create

jobs and get them back on the
right track to build and maintain
basic self-reliance.
It will take time to heal the
wounds of the charred towns
and the mass graves in the
Balkan states, but to make the
reconstruction efforts churn a
little faster, leaders of the world
should listen a little harder to
the painful cries of the Balkan
people, so that a tragedy such as
the one ten years ago does not
happen again.

MP3 Free Downloading
BY STAFF WRITER
CHRIS BAKER

Returning Liberal Arts, 2+2 Liberal Arts,
Business and Non-Matriculated Students
October 11 - December 16, 2004
Monday
10:00am-3:00pm
Wednesday
9:00am-l :00pm
Thursday
10:00am-2:00pm
Come see us at the

Academic Advisement Center
Room 4139
Get Advised and Register Early
Meet with Faculty Advisors
Get the courses you need!
Advisement by appointment with Htttby or Elizabeth Baxter, in the Student Services Office on Tuesday
end Friday, pteate call 262-1753 to schedule an appointment IJottrs antt dates subject to change.

What's the big deal about a bus for months at a time are
downloading pirated music? It's forgotten. These artists expend
their lives doing what they
likely that most of you have
love and giving you
burned or listened to
what you want, but by
a burned CD before,
downloading pirated
and probably didn't
music you refuse to
see anything wrong
pay the money to
with it. Often when
support the group.
pirated music comes
As John Sharpe, a
up as an issue, peostudent MCC and local
ple consider only mainCourtesy KRT
band members, put it,
stream artists like Jay-Z or
Dave Matthew's Band who seem "The artists make, like, nothto be swimming in money. But ing off of CD sales." Seeing it
the touring bands living out of from the artist's perspective, he

explained to me that it should
be up to the band as to whether
music is downloaded or not. He
pointed out, "Personally even if
the artist is okay with downloading, I would still go buy it
to support them." It becomes an
issue of loyalty and integrity to a
group that you claim to like. In
the end, you must decide whether
they are worth supporting or not,
but we cannot forget that pirating music is stealing artwork that
you could not create yourself.

The MCC Spanish Club invites you to

BY STAFF WRITER

Et ANA TURCHETT1

I have been friends with Kasha for four and a half years. It started out platonic, but has grown into
something much more. I have strong feelings for her. I am ready to make a committment but Kasha is
uncomfortable with the idea of our relationship being publicized. She says, "Since we have been friends
for a while we need to take this very slow. I don't want to take the chance of ruining a great friendship."
In private, she is very affectionate. In public, she appears to be disconnected. I am confused to how she
really feels about me. She is a true Dr. Jekyll/Ms. Hyde. I need help getting off this emotional rollercoaster.
-On the Low
Dear On the Low,
My advice to you: go all out. Do something to show her how much you really care about her.
Surprise her, be creative, but nothing too drastic. This will put her into a situation where she'll have to
decide. Be prepared though; remember that it can go either way. If she doesn't understand this somewhat strong nudge for clarification, you'll have to ask. Shed light on your own feelings (as if she doesn't
already know) and tell her you need to know what's going on with hers. If she still doesn't know, you'll
have to make a decision on your own from that point. But before all this, think about your friendship
and if it's something you'd be willing to risk losing, because it might happen, and I speak from experience.

Free Salsa Lessons
• No dance experience required
• All xkill level*
• Euxv to l(>(irn

• Come alone or bring u friend!

Every Monday 4:00pm to 5:00pm
and Wednesday 4:30pm to 5:30pm
in the Racquetbull Courts " Ruildiiuj 10
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BY LIFESTYLES EDITOR
LISA BATES

The weekend of October 24th-26th, the
Outdoors Activities Unlimited (OAU) club
went camping at Letchworth State Park.
The 10 club members enjoyed what could
possibly be the last warm weekend of the
year. On Saturday the 25th, they had a
beautiful day for hiking to upper, middle,
and lower falls.
Courtney Bellucio, advisor to OAU,
says, "my dog was the trip mascot...two
people actually stopped me to take a pic-

ture with my dog." The trip also included
frisbee, hackey sack, tree climbing, and
team building exercises. Making cheeseburger and playing euchre capped off the
day.
The trip was so different from the one
OAU took in November of 2003. Courtney
says it, "wasn't as cold as they had anticipated; we were more prepared because of
our Alleghany trip last November, when
it was snowing." With the leaves chang-

ing and the nice weather, they came away
with wonderful pictures and a great time
had by all!
OAU is planning an upcoming ski trip
over intercession, January 3rd, 4th, and
5th. They have various other events that
take place over the semester, so keep your
eyes and ears open! For more information
on upcoming trips or more pictures, check
out the OAU website at www.groups.yahoo.
com/group/MCCOAU.

MS*
Submitted Photograph

Submitted Photograph

Submitted Photograph

OAU stops for a group shot

OAU getting set up in the chilly Autumn

The Trip's Mascot

Robert Bedford
BY STAFF WRITER

DANIEL WHITE
Photography by Daniel White

Robert Redford came to RIT on did. Huff's inspiration and encouragement
Saturday, October 23, from 2:30 p.m. helped Redford to continue his acting edu- 3:30 p.m. at the Gordon Fieldhouse. cation. After his education, he started his
Redford has been an actor, a director and career on the Broadway stages of New
a producer since the '60s and has received York. Then, after his successful stage
numerous film awards, both domestically career, he switched over to films in 1969.
and internationally. Redford also has done A big breakthrough happened for Redford
very well an as independent film producer where he teamed up with Paul Newman
to star in the Western "Butch Cassidy
and as an environmentalist.
Robert Redford is a native of Santa and the Sundance Kid (1969)." The film
Monica, California, where he was was directed by George Roy Hill became
born. Redford studied at the prestigious an instant classic and firmly established
American Academy of Dramatic Arts in Redford as a leading Hollywood movie
New York. He spoke about the power of star. He starred again in another blockmentorship and how it can impact others. buster hit with Newman in the movie,
In his own life, teacher Mrs. Huff always "Sting (1973)," which won seven Oscars,
believed in his talents and always encour- including Best Picture. Another imporaged him to do his best in whatever he tant film Redford spoke of is "All The

Presidents Men (1976)," which earned
another seven Oscar nominations, including Best Picture. Two outstanding movies
he has directed are "River Runs Through
It (1992)" and "Horse Whisperer (1998)."
Redford has received a Golden Globe for
Best Director, and each is a must-see.
Redford is a strong supporter and promoter of independent filmmaking. He
founded the Sundance Institute in 1980
as a major independent organization. It is
devoted to the support and development
of promising new screenwriters and directors, and to help promote their creative
films so they can be seen all through out
the world. Redford is very proud to bring
out this type of exhibition to be shown by
the new American independent cinema.

Photography by Daniel White

Otherwise, these types of movies would
not be shown in major movie cinemas and
they would only be seen in small independent movie theaters. Every winter in
Park City, Utah, the Institute sponsors
the annual Sundance Film Festival. The
Festival plays an extremely important role
in furthering their development of independent films throughout the world.
Redford, an active environmentalist,
spoke about finding better alternative
source of energy for fueling our vehicles
and is a big supporter of hybrid vehicles.
Redford spoke about how the future of
America depends on students from technology colleges like RIT to come up with
better ways to find alternative energy
sources to help the environment.
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Photography by Lisa Bates

Little Stephanie Bates counts mice with Ellen Walsh.

Photography oy Laurie Conra
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Photography by Laurie L-onrat

Ellen Arnold with her grandson.

Read, read, read!

READ ALL ABOUT IT!
The 2004 Children's Book
Festival Is A Success!

BY LIFESTYLES EDITOR .
LISA BATES

On Saturday, November 13, Monroe
Community College hosted the 2004
Children's Book Festival. The event was
coordinated along with the Lift Bridge
Book Shop, and Rochester Area Children's
Writers and Illustrators. The festival took
place on the MCC Brighton campus in
Monroe A & B, the Marketplace, the
Terrace and the Forum. Along with the
many authors, there was also a "Read to
Me" open reading session, workshops for
writing and illustrating, and craft tables
for the children to make bookmarks and
collages. The festival also showcased
writing and illustrations from MCC students and faculty.
Carol Johmann, President of RACWI,

Photography by Laurie Conrad

William Hubbell signs his books.

says the festival was "fantastic...MCC
has done a bang-up job." She remarked
at the great effort from the collaborators,
and specifically mentioned thanks to
"Jodi Oriel and her assistant Michelle."
Carol goes on to include the efforts of
Gail Bouk, Janet Incus, Tony Vinci, and
the English & Philosophy departments.
Ellen Stoll Walsh, author of Mouse
Paint, refers to the book festival as, "the
best yet." Larry Dickens remarked, "This
is really something."
A continuous stream of people attended the Children's Book Festival between
10 a.m. and 4 p.m. Robin Steron, who
homeschools her children, attended the
festival with her two daughters, and

Photography by Laurie Conrac

Child smiles for the love of books.

enjoyed the outing. Her daughter, Megan,
bought Heir Apparent by Vivian Vande
Velde.
The Lift Bridge Book Shop supplied
the books, along with the games, journals, bookmarks, pens and pencils. With
their fast hands and quick calculations,
they helped the continuous line move
swiftly.
With the 2004 Children's Book Festival
coming to a close, people were still lingering and talking to authors, and helping their children tackle activities in the
Forum. From the busy beginning to the
reluctant end, the 2004 Children's Book
Festival was a success!

Photography by Lisa Bates

Carol Johmann and sister pose with their book.

CORRECTIONS
Look for these stories in Issue 7:
• Anorexia
• Bare Bones Festival
• Carberet Theater Productions
• Damon City Campus
• Ex-Professor Sues MCC
• Fall Play: "Side by Side"
• Handicap Spaces
• Hating the Jews
• Holiday Season
• Phi Theta Kappa Bowling
• President's Corner
• Student Spotlight

• Volume 51, Issue 5, Page 6: Theres More to MCC: Deeper Roots — Bette Bovenzi
did not retire.
• Volume 51, Issue 5, Page 9: Photography for Simply Crepes is Simply Delicious
should be credited to Laurie Conrad, not Leah Basciani.
• Volume 51, Issue 5, Page 10: Club Spotlight: Message Therapy Club should be
Club Spotlight: Massage Therapy Club.
• Volume 51, Issue 5, Page 10: Club Spotlight: Massage Therapy Club photo caption
should read "Joe massages Katie's hand."
• Volume 51, Issue 5, Page 11: Photography for Club Spotlight Latin Pride should be
credited to Laurie Conrad, not Mark Strassell.
• Volume 51, Issue 5, Page 18: Incorrect Crossword Puzzle was placed in issue.
• Volume 51, Issue 5, Page 20: Spotlight: Eric Pritchard was not written by Steve
Hutton. Article should be credited to Edward Redick.
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TOUGH IN P
BY STAFF WRITER

PATRICIA COLLMAN

)MMEN

PIN

Courtesy KRT

Over the past year, pink has
been a fashion statement for
women; from pink purses, skirts
and jeans to pink tennis shoes.
However, the fashion trend
changed when men all over the
United States began wearing pink
t-shirts, tennis shoes and even
suits and ties. Even here at MCC,
students have picked up on this
fashion trend and more young
men on our campuses are taking
this fashion trend in stride.
Fashion experts believe that
this phenomena is happening
because of the hip hop genre,
with such artists as Cam'ron
sporting a pink range rover in his
recent video, or Sean 'P. Diddy'
Combs even wearing pink Russell
Simmons. However, I believe that
the idea of men wearing pink is a
lot deeper than people following
the hip-hop culture and keeping
up with the latest fashion sense
of the market.
Pink is a color that stand for
sensitivity and traditionally, pink
has always been for girls and
blue for boys. But at one point
in time before the 20th century,
women were expected to dress
their boys in pink, since it was
a watered down color of red,
which had power connotations
with it. However, over time a
book written by Emily Post in

the 1900's called The Blue Book
of Social Usage made a gender
difference between the two colors. Pink should be for girls and
blue should be for boys. She was
one of the first writers in the
media genre to make a color distinction.
The color distinction came up
around a time when our society was trying to give 'a face' to
what the meaning of masculinity is and the politically correct
ways to express it. I can say that
our society throughout the 20th
century has made this a very
big deal as to what is masculine
and what is feminine in society's
eyes. This was well illustrated
in the media during the 1950's,
when television first came out
that a man shouldn't show any
sign of emotion, cook and clean
or even stay home with the children. That this was the women's
job to take care of the household
and show affection toward their
children while a man is expected
to provide for the household.
However, women are working
just as much as men, and more
men are staying home with the
kids or becoming single parents.
American society is also becoming more acceptant of the idea
that sexual orientation has nothing to do with whether a person

BREATHE,
BY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

KIA C. BROOKS

a recent article in the Democrat
and Chronicle. The article also
recommends drinking water and
eating breakfast every day.
In speaking with several students and staff in the Human
Performance Lab, seven out of
the ten people interviewed do
some type of exercise on a
daily basis. Whether it is
breathing exercises,
yoga, abdominal
work, push-ups or
lightly running in
place it is simply to get the
heart rate up.
Kim Kast, a
first year student studyCourtesy KRT
ing Criminal
Justice stated, "I run
3 miles every morning. I plan
on becoming a police officer. I
know that fitness and conditioning my body is important." Kim
went on to say, "Exercise helps
me think better in school and
it is a stress reliever as well,"
Staff members also take advantage of the Human Performance
Lab. "I work out so I feel better
about myself and I believe that

I got both sides of the coin. One
young man says, "I would never
wear pink, red is the furthest I
would go." Another student said,
"I would never wear the color
pink...that's not my style."
Carter Danforth stated, "I
think the only way a man would
wear pink was if it
had some kind of
a power struggle
with it." One good
example of this in
the past is in the
1960's and 70's
where it was said
a color primarily
Florence Jr.
worn by pimps,
or that businessmen wearing pink
suits isn't a big deal because
they have a sense of power over
women or one word money like
Donald Trump or Sean 'P. Diddy'
Combs. With hip-hop being a
main genre for the definition of
the identity of a man. Hip-hop
artists such as Cam'ron are artists and businessmen who clearly
express this idea.
Clifford Florence Jr., a
Brighton Campus student, stated
"Whatever floats your boat...if
you want to wear pink, then do
that, if not, then don't."

"Forget what
society says.
Do what you
feel."

Love in Fall with you

SHAKE. LET IT GO!
Do we really have an obsession with looking and feeling
good? Many people long to have
the perfect shape. While exercising is not only for those who
want to look good, it is also vital
to ensure proper health. Yes, students have hectic schedules, but
it is important for them to
always find time to exercise
and stay healthy.
Is it true that <»•
young people
take health for
granted? Are
you an active
person? Become
involved in intramural activities
offered on campus. There is camaraderie involved, fun,
excitement, personal challenge
and the added benefit of health.
Students don't realize that exercise gives an energy level.
Students don't need to be muscle-bound, but they do need to be
healthy, have proper nutrition and
the proper amount of exercise
on a daily basis. "It is important
that students find a way to get
the blood moving," as stated in

is a man or woman (the gay community). The color pink standing
as a gender barrier between men
and women is an idea that is progressively fading away.
There is also the idea of the
metrosexual culture coming into
effect mainly from the television
show "Queer Eye
for the Straight
Guy." The idea
that a man can
still have fashion
sense and dress
casual, and get a
manicure, but not
be considered gay.
Clifford
One student that
I caught up with
that was wearing
pink stated "Everyone that wears
pink is not gay...they're just
secure in their masculinity...as
long as you match." Brian James
stated. Another young woman
who is a student at Brighton "1
do not mind boys in pink...some
boys (in) pastel colors bring out
their best points," Tiffini Gamble
stated.
Some men, however, are not
willing to take that step towards
making pink a part of their wardrobe, no matter what society
says. I went around campus and
asked young men also what they
thought about men wearing pink.

working out gives you a feeling
of discipline," said an anonymous staff member. This staff
member does 50 crunches, 50
triceps pushes and he stretches.
Kerri Nellis, a sophomore transfer student from Oswego says her
exercise regimen consists of going
to the Human Performance Lab
to do cardio for about 20 minutes
and strength training for another
20 to 25 minutes. Nellis, majoring in Dental Hygiene, adds, "I
exercise to try to stay toned."
While some students are not as
disciplined when it comes to
working out and staying in shape,
there should be at least two to
three days set aside to exercise.
Students should also put fruits
and vegetables on their grocery
lists instead of candy, chips and
cookies, so that they can eat a
more balanced meal. Exercise,
proper nutrition and relaxation
are three of the most important
elements to being healthy.
In a recent conversation with
our Vice President of student services, Dr. Salvador said, "At age
20 this is the body God gave you.
At 40, this is the body you gave
to yourself."

BY GUEST WRITER

HltP PHAM
Summer is over and fall is
here. Fall is where the weather
becomes a little cooler, people
dress with more panache, and
love is in the air. Fall is the season of relationships.
The autumn is a magical time.
Ever notice how people are more
in the mood to pursue a serious
relationship in the fall?
Summer is the time where people are outside frolicking in the sun.
It is a season of
barbecuing, tanning, and swimming. Summer is
not a good time to
lock yourself up in a
committed relationship.
It's more about the summer fling. We look for quick
lovin' between an ice-cold beer
and some barbecue ribs. Who has
time to invest in a relationship
when there is so much to do?
Summer is the time when people prepare for the serious relationship in the fall, hunting for
that special someone. We scan
our surroundings looking for
that perfect person, modeling
their bodies in minimal clothing.
People are usually most attractive in the summertime. The
weather is hot, the sun is out, and
what a great excuse for guys to

take off their shirts and girls to
wear their short shorts. If we are
lucky, by the end of the summer,
we will spot that cute someone.
The chase begins.
The chase does not start instantaneously, but slowly, with proper diligence. For autumn is where
time slows down, the weather
becomes colder, and our metabolism grinds to a halt. People
are ready to conserve their energy. We hibernate.
Instead of hibernating
alone,
most people want
a warm body next
to them to keep them
company during the long,
cold winter. Who wouldn't
like a special someone next to
them? It is one of the best feelings in the world.
Fall is a wonderful season,
luckily for us, it's here! For all
you single people out there, good
luck finding that special someone. If you are serious in this
game of love, prepare wisely for
this time we're in. Remember,
the holidays are coming:
Thanksgiving, Christmas, New
Years, and Valentines! I wouldn't
want anyone to relive last year's
"Lonely Hearts Club" valentine.
Good luck!
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I plopped down toy 75 cents
today. I caved and bought a copy
of USA Today. I admit, the color
photos on the front intrigued
me enough to sacrifice a bag of
yummy Andy Capps's Hot Fries
to get this daily read (ha!). The
cover stpry was good, it reported on Bush's marginal lead over
Kerry which is not so good, seeing as how the choice between
our country adapting to the future
or regressing to the past is in danger of doing the latter. I'm glad
I'm registered to vote. Hopefully,
my small voice willmake a difference. But that's a whole other
deviation from our topic.
I read the USA Today and
noticed that the ads werehumongous. Some took up three fourths
of the page and these size ads
were run on consecutive pages.
On one page, I was smacked
in the face by three little yellow gremlins offering Lamisil
Tablets to help treat under nail
infections. I'm glad I wasn't eating when I read that. On the next
page, there is a Seven Eleven ad,
which informs that I can now cast
my vote for head of the free world
(actually I can just show support
since coffee cups aren't voter
ballots, but I do wonder what it
would be like if the only people
who could vote were the ones
who drink coffee) by selecting a
coffee cup that reads Bush, and
one that reads, Kerry. You can
also save a quarter on the price
of USA Today when you buy the

coffee. What a shrewd business
tactic!
Now, I shifted my focus off of
Kerry and Mocha Choca Lattes,
and back to the USA Today web
site. While clickity clicking my
browser, I wondered, what great
offers will I receive here? A percent off my next purchase at EBay? The actual right product
delivered the way it looks on EBay? I was disappointed to say
the least. No discounts. On the
USA Today web site, the ads are
very minor compared to the actual paper. This is a blessing for my
eyes, and in my eyes. I like that
fact that only thing you have to
do on the web site is scroll the
cursor down to read the rest of
the article, as opposed to turning to page 4A. This ranks high
on the navigation scale. And on
any web site, navigation is key.
What locked me into the web site
was the fact that all of the sections are easily accessible in the
left hand corner, and they were
accessible in each individual section. This helps when my interest shifts from Kerry's record of
voting in Legislation (front page)
to Kerry's records that he made
with the Electras (Life section).
The thing that really squeezes my
squid and that I like best about
the site is that it's updated very
frequently. All of us that are fans
of the Yankees-Red Sox rivalry
know that because the Sunday
game went until a little after 1
a.m. last night, (longest in ALCS

history) that we could not get the
box scores in Monday's paper.
Not a problem. Hop on the web,
and you can get the box scores,
and a couple editorials. There
was also a cool sidebar on which
you could vote who the Red SoxYankees match up most resembled in a cartoon rivalry (Wil-E
Coyote and Road Runner is who
I picked and so did 61 % of people who did the poll). I think this
web site serves the reader well
because it has up-to date information, and it is interactive and
entertaining. I had trouble finding any personal downfalls of the
web site, so I asked one of my
supervisors at the TRS lab here at
Damon city what she thought they
were. She explained that archival
information is hard to find on
the web sites, and I agreed that
this would be an important drawback as it could limit research, if
you needed it. Other than that,
we both agreed that it was better
than newspapers.
The Internet has had a threatening and lasting effect on the
newspaper industry. These are
common sense facts in our information obsessed society. It threatens because it's cheaper. There
are no internet delivery boys. It
also costs less to put up a web
site than to print thousands of
copies of newsprint. This means
more trees, which is also a bonus.
Information can be transmitted
and corrected (if needed) way
faster over the computer. All of

these statements suggest that
someday newspapers might be
obsolete.
As the information age develops, so does our society. The
people who have the most correct information first are a step
ahead. It's easy to believe that
as personal computers become
more reasonable in price, and
inventions like the palm pilot
develop further, that newspapers
will sell less. The palm pilot is a
great thing. It's a personal, electronic, interactive, life organizer. I think in the next ten years
that we might see a prototype
of one that is wirelessly connected to the wen where you can
access newspaper web sites. I
think that this would negatively
effect newspapers because now
even walking down the street,
instead of buying a paper to read
at the moment (which I still do
sometimes), one could just download all the latest, up to date info
on their palm pilot. With all this
internet activity now, I also think
that a couple years down the
road maybe some independent
news publications will start cropping up. This would be good for
readers because they could find
a publication geared specifically
to their tastes, but it could hurt
those who can't afford services
like the internet. It would definitely be bad for newspapers too,
because they might not be able to
cover such specifics, and also be
able to do it diversely. Diversity

of features on the web will also
affect the newspaper industry.
Interactive news site make issues
and articles come to life, and we
all know we absorb things better
when we live through them, web
sites that offer interactive links
in addition to news would be a
great thing. Maybe have a chat
room link to that How to Cook
like Emeril article or a forum discussing terrorism and each presidential candidate's stance on it.
This could actually be a good
goad to local newspapers because
it might cause them to get in
touch and collaborate with local
businesses and make articles that
refer people to direct activities
that are happening and give those
discounts on the event.
There is one thing we all
agree on. The web and technology are here for the long haul.
Newspapers have been shadowed
by other sources in the speed
war. But, the advantage they have
is still reliability. If you don't
have cable or your ISP malfunctions, you can still walk down the
street to the newsstand and pick
up USA Today and be relatively informed. Newspapers don't
discriminate. You don't have to
know how to surf (pun intended!!!) to read the newspaper. It's
still available to everyone, and
that is an important factor. Who
knows, maybe newspapers will
just play a role in the Dungeons
and Dragons game that is today's
technology world.

friends and go on spending sprees
where I want only grab whatever
catches my eye and come home,
hundreds of dollars lighter and
many bags heavier. At the end of
the night all my new acquisitions
are laid out on my bed and I'm
looking at them, waiting to feel
the warm glow of knowing that I
am now attractive and more likely to strike people as a popular
and interesting individual.
I wait, and I wait. Nothing
is happening and in my growing discomfort I turn on a new
CD I bought, hoping that providing myself with a soundtrack
will enhance the motion of the
moment. Nope. Nothing is happening. In a frenzy to prove to
myself that I was not just cheated
out of a lot of money by buying
things that I really didn't need,
1 act. I hurriedly throw on the
new clothes, the new shoes, both
of which are uncomfortable, but
what's a little pain to be considered chic? I slather my face with
the season's makeup and look
in the mirror. Not good enough,
so I do my nails with the brand

name polish, moisturize with
the designer moisturizer and top
it off with matching fragrance.
Even striking my best pose I fall
miserably short of the perfection
promised by the advertisements
I saw in the mall. Now I'm just
depressed.
This is the viscious cycle that
I go through when I give in
to the advertisement industry.
This is what happens when I
allow myself to be sucked in
by the voices on my TV, my
radio, in my magazines, on my
computer. I buy, buy, buy and
then become depressed when the
promised results aren't delivered.
But after awhile the implied happiness stemming from spending
money gets the better of me, and
I go on another spree. The cycle
starts again.
My advice to you? Just say
"NO" to the influence of the
media. Just look it in the eye and
say, "No." You'll feel better about
yourself and your pocket book
will thank you. Just say, "No."

JUST
BY GUEST WRITER

NARRAH BLUE

I can'-t get it out of my head. I
look at the television and I see it,
look at my Cosmo magazine and
there it is, BAM, in my face. I
get on my computer and it's bombarding me. What is this incessant presence?
Nothing, absolutely nothing.
See, a lot of people think that
it's what is shown in an advertisement that matters, but I'd have to
disagree. When you really think
about it, what's not being shown
is a lot more important. Do you
see blemishes when you look at
a model's face? NO. What do
you see? Nothing. Well, nothing
besides a whole lot of makeup
and computer enhanced features.
When I listen to radio and a commercial comes on for beer, I hear
a lot of voices telling me that it's
a good idea to make "friends"
and sleep around to act downright stupid. Nobody mentions
little things like STDs, or what
happens when you get drunk and
decide to 'let go.' They conveniently forget about your girlfriend discovering that "friend"
you made the other night.

Not a word.
What happened to all the real
people in the world? That's what
I'd like to know. People like me
who wake up in the
morning with their
hair sticking up in
all kinds of strange
directions and that
pimple on their
chin that just won't
go away. People
who aren't perfect.
People who don't
always smell good.
Guys who don't dye their hair or
wear makeup. Why am I being
delivered a representation of
life that doesn't exist anywhere
except on the television screen
where I view it?
Magazines, radio, television,
computer ads — all these components of what we call "the
media" would have us believe
that somewhere out there, somewhere that we aren't but could be
if we bought enough things, is a
perfect place. A place where people don't have bad days, or if they
do it's easily fixed with the right

cup of coffee, or the right brand
of aspirin. A place filled entirely
with attractive people who are
in shape and don't need braces.
Kids who always smile and
do just what they're
told because they're
eating Kraft cheese.
Babies who never
cry unless accompanied by quirky
music, in situations quickly remedied by stuffing
some brand name baby food
down their throat, or changing its
deluxe $12 diaper.
I can try to run. I can try to
hide. But I'm followed, hounded,
by the calls of our mercenary
lifestyle so kindly propagated for
us by our dear media: "Buy more
stuff! You'll be happy when you
own more things! You too can
be an attractive, happy and successful person, just spend more
money!" This is the siren call
that lures us, but I am a living
example that it just does not work
that way. Really. Every so often I
give in to the voice of my media
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1 * Who decided to make Thanksgiving a
national holiday?

*£..

2.
How much turkey do Americans eat on
Thanksgiving?

3.
How much turkey should I buy for
Thanksgiving dinner?

For generous servings and leftovers, Butterball
recommends:
H I to I lh pounds per person when buying a
fresh or frozen whole turkey.
M 11/2 to 2 pounds per person for a frozen
stuffed turkey.
M 'A pound per person for a bone-in breast of
turkey.
• '/: pound per person for a boneless turkey
roast or 3 boneless breast of turkey roast.
4 *

TURKEY

How can I find the best-tasting turkey?

The best and safes! way to defrost a turkey is
to thaw it in the refrigerator. Never thaw a turkey
at room temperature. l»ut the airkey in its original
wrapping on a shallow baking sheet in the refrigerator. The following charl provides good guidelines for thawing times in the refrigerator.

8 to 12 pounds
18 to 20 pounds
20 to 24 pounds

O*

How should I store my leftovers?

1 <& • How can I use
the leftovers?
The five most populur ways to serve leftover Thanksgiving
turkey are:
H S.UHtvuk h

B Soup or stew
K C^asscrole
• Stir-fry

• Salad
BO HAUN/KRT

1 4 «

What states produce the most turkeys?

Minnesota, Iowa, North Carolina and
California arc the leading turkey producers, and
most states have at least one major operation.

Age is a determining factor in taste. A turkey
younger than 16 weeks is called a fryer, and a
"young roaster" is 5 to 7 months old. A yearling is
just over a year old. Any bird 15 months or older is
considered mature. Since old females generally have
tough meat, hens are eaten when they are young iind
.small. Bui young male birds generally have stringy
meat, so older, large males are preferred.
5 * What is the best way to thaw a frozen
turkey?

R i d d e r / T r i b u n e

Within two hours after roasting, remove the
stuffing from the turkey and carve (he meat off
(tie bones. Chill the leftover meat in the refrigerator before wrapping for storage. For refrigerator storage, wrap the turkey and stuffing
separately, and eat them within three days. If
you're storing leftovers in the freezer, wrap the
turkey and stuffing separately in heavy foil,
freezer wrap or freezer bags. For best flavor,
cat the stuffing within a month and the turkey
within two months.

In the mid-18008 Sarah J. Hale, a poet and editor, lobbyed for a national Thanksgiving holiday.
But it wasn't until 1863, when President Abraham
Lincoln — looking to unite the nation during the
Civil War gave his Thanksgiving Proclamation.
Lincoln declared the last Thursday in November a
day of thanksgiving.

More than 45 million turkeys (about 535
million pounds) are cooked and eaten on the
holiday.

K n i g h t

I 5 . Where do turkeys come from?
Turkeys originated in North and Central
America and are believed to have been around for
more than 10 million years.

Facts, tips and trivia about
our feathered
friends . t*

2 to 2K days
2% to 4 days
4 to 5 days
5lo6days

1 6 . How did the turkey get Its name?
There are several theories on the origin
Some believe that Christopher Columbus
thought he had discovered a land connected to
India and that the bird was some kind of peacock, so he called it tuka, which u peacock in
Tamil, an Indian language. Others believe it got
its name from the American Indian word for
turkey, firkec. Others theorize that it got its
name from the noise it makes when scared:
"turk, lurk, turk."
I / » Can turkeys fly? What other
special traits do they have?

Turkeys raised on turkey farms can't
fly because they're too fat and weak.
But wild turkeys can fly for short distances at up to 55 mph and can run
at speeds up to 25 mph.
Turkeys have great hearing,
but no external ears. They can
also see in color, and a wide field
of vision (about 270 degrees),
which makes sneaking up on
them difficult

How do I know when the turkey is done?

The turkey is done when the meat thermometer
reaches 180 degrees F deep in the thigh and 170
degrees in the breast. Juices should be dear, not
reddifch-pink, when ihe thigh muscle is pierced.
Pop-up timers provide a good indication, hut you
should always use a meat thermometer to confirm
that the turkey is done. A stuffed turkey is done
when (he meal thermometer reaches 160 degrees
F in the center of the stuffing.

1 8 . Is It true that the turkey
was considered for the national
symbol of the United States?

7 . What is brining?
Brining involves unmerstng the turkey in a saltwater solution io provide the breast meat with a
moisture cushion in case it is overcooked. Brining
also seasons the meat which eliminates the need to
Uo so before or after roasting. A brined turkey will
also cook faster than an unbrined bird by about 30
minutes because the absorbed water conducts heal.

lienjamin franklin argued passionately on behalf of the turkey and
was unhappy when the bald eagle was
chosen inslead. In a lelter to his daughter,
he said the bald eagle had "bad moral character" and the turkey "is a much more
respectable bird, and withal a true original
native of America."

8 * How do I do it?
Here's a brining recipe for a 10- to 12-pound
turkey from chef Email Lagasse:
• 1 cup salt
Ml I cup brown sugar
M 2 oranges, quartered
M 2 lemons, quartered
• 6 sprigs thyme
M 4 sprigs rosemary
Dissolve the salt and
sugar in 2 gallons of
cold water in a nonreactive container (such as a
clean bucket or large
Lagasse
stock pot, or a clean.
1 > How do I carve a turkey?
heavy-duty plastic garbage bag.) Add the oranges,
Turkey carving is easy, with the
lemons, thyme and rosemary. If you have a bigger
right
tools and technique.
turkey and need more brine, use *H cup salt and rt
cup brown sugar for every gallon of water.
1 . Spoon out stuffing. Let turkey cool fof
Remove ihe neck, giblets and liver from the
an hour after roasting so the meat can
turkey, and rinse it inside ami out under cold running
'set' PuH tegs away from turkey, cut
water. Soak the turkey in the brine, covered and
through hip joint without removing teg.
refrigerated, for a minimum of 4 hours and up to 24
hours. Rinse the turkey well after removing it from
tlie brining solution to prevent it from being too salty.

Why do some people view turkeys as
silly creatures?

Well, turkeys have been known to drown
if they look up when it's raining. They are
also known to drop dead from the shock of
passing jets.
But at one time the bird did command enough
respect to have a ballroom dance named for it —
Ihe turkey trot. (Although. Ihe dance was named
tor the short, jerky steps a turkey takes.)

2 0 . Why do turkeys gobble?
Actually, only male turkeys gobble. 1-ctnales
make a clicking noise. Male turkeys, or toms,
gobble to attract a male, when they hear loud
noises and when (hey settle in for the night.
Compiled and written by Cheryl Neely,
fbrr Worth Slur-Telegram
5 0 1 / f f C r S ' WWW 8IJT t ! HRA\ I COM-. WWW F'ATTURKrV COM'
WWW FACTMONJTF.R COM. WWW FDODTV COM
WWW.WOOOBR'DOECMtPSXOM:
NATIONAL TURH6V P g D t R A r i D N

S L Besides the meat, what parts of a turkey
can be used?

A mature turkey has about 3,500 feathers, most
of which are composted or disposed of But some
are used for such things as American Indian costumes and pen quills. It has even been reported
that Big Bird's costume on "Sesame Street" is
made of turkey feathers. Turkey feather down is
also used to make pillows.
Giblets are tlie edible internal parts of a turkey,
including the gizzard, heart, liver and neck. They are
usually removed, placed into a plastic bag and reinserted into tlie body cavity. Many people, particularly in the South, use the giblets to make gravy.
As for the turkey's skin, it can be tanned and
used for cowboy boots, belts and olher accessories.
1O»

Does turkey realty make you sleepy?

After a big meal of turkey and trimmings, most
people want to nap. Studies have associated the
essential amino acid l..-tryptophan. a natural sedative, with drowsiness. Although t-tryptoplian
occurs naturally tn turkey, you would have to eat a
lot on an empty stomach with no other protein for it
to mak« you sleepy. If you get drowsy after a big
turkey dinner, the culprit is probably your high carbohydrate intake as the blood rashes from your
brain to your stomach to help digest the large meal.

At EX
••SAW; i*.H«i

2. The first cut info the breast meat
goes horizontally, ait the way to the
breast bone just above wing joint.

3. Next cut downward making thin
slices of breast meat, Repea! on other
side of breast. Siice meal off thtghs.

.mmm
20 QUESTIONS: TURKEY
KNIGHT RIDDER/TRIBUNE
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BRAVING THE OFFICE ARENA
First-job jitters? Slay your fears and conquer the workplace with these tips
othing can ever really match the horror of the first day
at a new job, especially if it's the first time you've
strapped on a tie, packed your lunch in a brown bag
and sat in the same place for eight (or more) hours
straight.
Even though you know you knocked the bosses'
socks off at the interview, you're suddenly faced
with the very real fear that you'll have no
idea how to do what they want you to do,
and that they're going to catch on
before you even get your first
paycheck. Even more
than that, you're

surrounded by a bunch of unfamiliar faces, and forced to ascertain which co-workers you want to befriend by decoding the
tchotchkes arrayed on their desks. And those are tiny details
compared to the real question of the day — are they all making fun of the way you're dressed?
Never fear — everyone faces a first job at some point,
and almost everyone survives. But to make the
whole thing a little easier, we've put together a
guide to help you navigate the potential potholes along the way: difficult bosses,
ethical issues and (gasp!) an empty
cubicle.
— Becky Sher

ILLUSTRATIONS 8Y
MARK MATrefiN'KttT

Ethical behavior is important
Settling into a new workplace can
be a lot lite fitting into a high school
clique. Jusl like you aitd your high
school pals wore the same clothes and
listened to the same music, you and
your colleagues need to abide by the
same rules for office etiquette and
ethics. But this time, it's about more
than just fitting in.
Alan Axclrod, author of "My First
Book of Business Ktiqucttc" and "My
First Upok of Business Ethics," g
siys if you don't follow the
unwritten rules of your office,
you could find yourself the butt
of jokes, or even worse, on your
way out the door.
Axdrod explains the biggest
pitfalls young employees face,
and offers tips on how to avoid them:

ETHICS
• Avoidrationalizingunethical
behavior. Don't think that the means
justify the ends. Don't base your decisions on anger or other emotions, and
don't do things just because your coworkers do them and get away with it.
• Think of the consequences of
your decisions. Can you live with
them? Will the decision hurt you in the
long run? Try to be lair, and base your
decisions on what is best for all of the
panics involved.
• Ethics is about being honest
with others and yourself If you lie
even a little, the whole transaction is

Dealing with an idiot boss'

wrought wtth problems. "And if you
start out unethical, it's very hard to
regain the opportunity to build an ethical relationship." Axelrod says,

ETIQUETTE
• No matter your profession,
you're really trying to become successful working wtth people. Whether
it's customer or coworkers, give them
value by demonstrating your manners
and competence.
M Constantly build a rapport with your coworkers. It's
as simple as giving a smile, a
wave or a sincere fiandshake.
Axelrod also encourages a little
small talk with colleagues to
build a rapport and increase
your visibility in tlie office.
• Diversity Is good for a company.
Squash stereotypes when you hear
them. And if you can, avoid genderspecific words like "manmade" or
"businessman."
• Office politics — you're involved
whether you like It or not Avoid backstabbtng and gossip, but stay involved
in what's going on around the otfice.
It* you isolate yourself, you could cost
yourself acceptance and eventual promotion.
• Perhaps most important is
being on time. Tlierc is no faster way
to make a bad impression than showing
up late.
— Joseph Gidjtmia

DRESS
YOUR DESK
Need to dress up a boring
desk? Here are a few fun
knickknacks to brighten your
workspace;
Mr. and Mrs. Computer
Brush keep your keyboard
sparkling, plus they're just
darn cute. S20 a pair at
www.fredfiare.com.
The Lego Desk Pal
holds tape, paper
clips, a stapler, a
tape measure and
writing implements, while
barkening buck
to your youth.
$14 at www.
fredflare.com.
Becky Sker

• Only a fool would try to change
It's an honored tradition — working
the boss. If you try, you'll be seen «s a
for an idiot boss. 'i"hey don't take sugthreat or impediment, It's better to
gestions* don't think efficiently and
become part of the team by enhancing
don't make your job easief. If you've
your boss's career with successful proseen the movie "Office Space,** you
jects and hard work, few employees
know the drill.
ever advance their careers by proving
So. will you get along with your
the boss wrong.
new boss?
• Always position yourself as an
Well, that depends on you.
Self-proclaimed former "idiot boss." advocate, not an adversary. If your boss
says he or she needs something done.
John Hoover, author of "How to Work
for an Idiot," explains that you have two don't say, "That's impossible." Say,
choices -— get in your boss's way, or be "I'm on it." If you were in your boss's
position, wouldn't you want someone
the best employee you cam be.
telling you that they're on board and
With communication, positioning
ready to help? And working hard doesand other strategies. Hoover says new
n't mean you're sucking up or brownemployees can get on their boss's good
nosing. (Well, it doesn't always mean
side and create a positive relationship.
that.)
Before your next day of work, read
• No boss will get
Hoover's tips:
upset with you for
• Study your boss
There are
making his employand notice the signals
ways to deal
ees mote motivated
he or she sends. Pick
with even
or happy. Ciet
up on body language
the most
involved with staff
and spoken language.
demanding /•-'
events. Not happy
Figure out your
boss.
with what's availboss's agenda. Then
able? Start your
you'll be able to
own event.
read your boss betOrganizing
ter, understand what
something like
he or she is telling
an
intramural
you and determine
bowling team
your best course
increases your
of action. And
value to the organizadon't be afraid to
tion.
ask your co*
— Joseph Gidjttnis
workers for help.

Decorate your space
Sitting down at a brand-new cubicle
is kind of like moving into a new
apartment
it's a littfc bland, but it's
got potential. The question is, how can
you spruce up your tiny piece of the
working world, organize what are
bound to become mountains of paper
and still show a little personality? It's
easier lhan it seerns. says Christine
Plantan, president of
Russell Hlazel, a Minnesotabased company that makes
funky office supplies.
Here's a word you'll hear a
lot in the workplace: multitasking. Plantan suggests using that
as a strategy for organizing your
desk, not just your workday. Ck) out
and find unique supplies, or use unusual accessories to stow your stuff.
(Note: This is only an option if you're
witling to spend a little of your own
cash or dig through your kitchen cabinets.) A funky hatbox, vintage serving
tray or garden basket can store your
papers just as easily as a standard-issue
paper tray. And a votive holder or vase.

like the one below, makes a perfect
pencil holder Vbila: You've gotten
organized white also showing a little of
your own flair.
PiantarTs other tips for keeping an
organized "home*1 at work:
• Cut down on clutter. The
first few weeks on the job, create a home for all of your
things, and
most importantly
— keep them there.
• Post-its stuck to your computer monitor are a no-no. They
give oil'the impression that
you're unorganized. And even if that's
the case, there's no sense in broadcasting il to your new colleagues. Plantan
recommends keeping a small binder
with a page for each day and sticking
Post-its and other notes there.
• Talk to (he office manager on
your first day about getting a stock of
basic supplies: paper clips, a stapler,
"bulldog" clips (silver clips that can
grasp papers and hang from a lack in
your cubicle) and Post-its that arc actually big enough to write on.

ON YOUR OWN: FIRST YEAR AT WORK
KNIGHT R1DDER/TRIBUNE
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• Use black ink. It looks more professional than blue, and certainly more
polished than purple, green or orange.
• Take a common-sense approach
to organization. Things on your desk
should be things you use every
day. Your top drawer is for
short-term projects, and your
bottom drawer is for items that
you only use every once in a
while.
• Keep an in-basket on your
desk to hold on to documents as
they come in, until you have a
chance to file them away.
• Use colors when you can get
away with it. That means don't turn in
a report on pink paper, but use bright
pink and green file folders to spruce up
your desk. Color-coding isn't a bad
idea either, but don't go overboard.
• Display a few personal items, but
keep them tow-key. (Pictures of you
and your friends at an oul-of-eontrol
happy hour probably aren't a great
idea.)
Beck\'Sher
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(Poetic Winds

Why 'Are We Poetic Minds?

DAMON CITY

BY POETIC MINDS MEMBER

YOLANDA HOPKINS

CAM

Why are we Poetic
Questions
Thoughts
The style in which we express ourselves
The actions and reactions to listening to our own drum
Obeying the laws of nature over man
Climbing outside the box
Not just thinking
I am poetic because I am able to take off the
glasses that see only black and white
I put on my bifocals to see the full color spectrum
BY POETIC MINDS MEMBER

SHARON LAING

/ am a Poetic Mind
I speak for the present, the future
The young, the old
I am a Poetic Mind
I speak the truth, the untold, the shame
The fear, the fantasies, the hopes, the dreams
I am a Poetic Mind
In the middle of a crowd I can create, shape and mold an
Unvalued thought into a priceless master piece
I am a Poetic Mind
I speak for everything, everyone
The rich, the poor, the happy, the sad, the runaways, the sheltered
I am a poetic mind and I speak for all that I am and all that I do
I speak for me and if need be
I'll speak for you!
BY POETIC MINDS, PRESIDENT

BY POETIC MINDS MEMBER

ERIKA CALLARO

/ am a Poetic Mind
I am a dreamer, a wonderer
I am a smooth talking rhymer whos mind goes anywhere it wants to
I am not just a Poetic Mind
I am thee Poetic Mind

BY POETIC MINDS MEMBER

JOANNE ARMOUR

Lend me your ear and listen to my introduction
I am drama
I am passion
I am willing to soar beneath the wings of lyrical bliss
I am a fanatic for the sound of rhythmatic flow

BY POETIC MINDS MEMBER

(ILL LODADIO

/ am Poetic for my passion
My hopes, my dreams and aspirations
The world could look different with the story I tell
It may look like heaven
It may look like hell
I write what I see
I write what you don't
I write for my hopes
I write for your dreams

'

ERICA GRIFFIN

Poetry is the mirror that reflects my soul
Poetry is the deliverer of a mingled message left untold
Poetry is the glue that connects my life stories and makes them whole
Poetry is the warmth to a broken heart made cold
Poetry is the spark that charges the ignorant mind into becoming a Poetic Mind
let the truth be told

. Get
FedEx
Ground

By
Brunswick
Loud heart pounding music, laser lights and fog machines make
everything rock!!!! Come and join us for the "hottest dance
party" on the planet. Brunswick's Cosmic Bowling and Brunswick's
Lightwork is a colorful coordinated light show!!!!
"A Light Show Like No Other. Light - Years Ahead."
Every Friday at 10:00 PM
Every Saturday at 9:30 PM or 11:45 PM
(times will alternate each week)
Every Sunday at 9:30 P M

Bowl-A-Roll Lanes 1560 Jefferson Road
For more information please call 427-7250.

The Monroe Doctrine Needs Your Help
Hillside Special Santa s Program

Earn $8.25 - $8.75/hr
Plus tuition assistance after 30 days and raise
after 90 days

For Children/Families that
receive services through
Hillside Family of Agencies

Collections will continue until December 15,2004

FedEx Ground needs hard working, highly motivated
individuals to sort packages, unload, and load trucks.
You must be able to lift 501bs and be at least 18 years
old. The following shifts are available M-F:

EARLY MORNING
EVENING

3:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.

Apply in person 10am-4pm at:

W h i t You C«n Do:
• Drop off new unwrapped gifts at the Campus Center Office.
- Donate spare change to money jars around campus.
• Spread the word!
Top 10 Moat Wanted Gifts:
• Board games
* Craft-making kits for all ages
• Duffel bags (any size)
* Basketballs, footballs or soccer balls
* Walkmans
* Food or gift certificates
• Blankets/throws
• New early readers, teen books, journals and diaries
* Sweatshirts (all sizes for all ages)

We are trying to concentrate our efforts towards the older children helped
by these agencies. They are often overlooked during the holidays.The ages
for both mate and female are 16 18. Don't let this be a restriction, we will
gladly accept donations for any age!
For questions or concerns feel free to call the Monroe Doctrine at 5BS.292-254Q

25 Airline Dr., Rochester NY 14624
FedEx Ground is an AA/EOE
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CHEERLEADER ALL-STAR
Courtney Tracey

Men's Soccer

BY SPORTS EDITOR
EDWARD REDICK

Courtney Tracey is one of the
many cheerleaders on the MCC
team. She grew up in Webster,
New York, playing sports all the
time. After MCC, she wants to
attend a four-year school and
obtain her Bachelor's, then go for
her Master's. She loves to dance
and be in a team atmosphere. She
played sports all four years at
Webster Thomas, like cheerleading and cross-country. Her most
memorable moment was when
her varsity cheerleading team
won the State Championship her
senior year. She said she is excited about the talent on her team
this year and getting the chance
to perform with such a great
group of girls. The things that
help her to be a great cheerleader

BY GUEST WRITER
ASHLEY NUESSLE

Nelson Cupellos Tribunes district championship. Monroe
advanced into the district finals played in the play off game on
after defeating rival Bryant
Saturday 11/06 vs. Massasoit
and
Stratton
on ^ g g M f c ^
C.C. The game went into
10/31, 1-0 in penJF'"'
^ ^ sudden death for the
alty kicks I IK- A
|
K 7 ^ tie breaker with a 3-3
men's
soc^t/ff
\
score. Resembling
cer team went
.
11 the regional final
1
'''" I 1 " 1 sea
kdM
i game vs. Bryant and
Sl
"i with a 13- ^ B
^ ^
Stratton the game
went
mt0
! I record. Die
^ ^
^jH^V
Pciuilly
district tourna^ | ^ T
kicks. Sophomore
s ,
ment was healed in
Goal keeper, Chris
Massachusetts were
. Cc
Bedford, came up big for
the top four teams in the divi- MCC, shutting down Massasoit
sion went head to head for the early saving the first PK. Brett

Bagley made the winning PK for
MCC to advance into the District
championship game, giving MCC
a 15-1-1 record. On 11/07, Monroe
faced top ranked team Mercer
C.C from NJ. It was a tough battle to be won, the Tribunes gave it
there all but came up short losing
to Mercer with a final score of
4-0. The men did not make it
to the national tournament this
year, but we commend them on
an exhalent season with a final
record of 15-2-1 and congratulate
them on there accomplishments.

is that she is ambitious, motivated, and outgoing.
She thinks both of her coaches
bring different elements of talent to the table, so the contribution of the two really works in
our favor. The thing she likes
most about attending MCC is
that the diversity and states that
it has been a learning experience
for her. Beside cheerleading, she
loves running, exercising and
watching lacrosse. Her greatest
accomplishment so far is that
she ran cross-country all through
high school and made the all-star
team. Her biggest accomplishment is graduating out of high
school and being in college. She
looks forward to a great season.

Women's Soccer Post-Season Report
BY GUES 1 WRITER
ASHLEY NUESSLE

The women's soccer team
played Bryant and Stratton on
the 30th of October at their home
field for the Regional final.
Bryant and Stratton was apparently no competition for the Lady
Tribunes because they dominated
the game 6-0. The win advanced
them into the Districts playoffs,
which was hosted by their rivals,
the Community College of Rhode
Island. The top three teams in the
District played each other for the
District Championship.
After coming off a regional
victory the weekend before, the
Lady Tribunes felt confident and
ready to punish Mercer in the
playoff game. On Friday the 5th,
they did exactly that. Despite the
bitter cold weather and tornado-like winds, MCC dominated
Mercer 7-1. The Ladies were not
satisfied with just winning the
playoffs. They came for one purpose and that was to beat rivals

Rhode Island and advance to the
National finals. Earlier in the season, Monroe faced Rhode Island
and was up 2-1 until Hurricane
Ivan struck forcing the game to be
canceled. Unfortunately, Rhode
Island was not given the full punishment they deserved. Although
MCC fell short last year in the
District finals 4-2 to C.C.R.I, they
knew they had worked too hard
this year to let it slip on by.
The Championship game
took place on Sunday the 7th
at noon. With an 18-0-1 record,
Monroe was the favored team.
Monroe and CCRI (11-3-2) were in
a scoreless tie after the first half.
At the start of the game, Monroe
appeared to be playing down to
their opponent's level. There were
a lot of shots on goal and good
opportunities for both teams, but
still it was a scoreless game. With
only a minute to go in the first
half, sophomore forward Jacyln

NEW COURSE

Fafinski ripped a line-drive shot,
which clearly appeared to be a
goal, but was spectacularly saved
by Rhode Island's keeper. Sophomore defender, Janine Davie,
says "We could have played better the first half, it wasn't us out
there. At halftime we were able
to regroup and come together as
a team. The second half we came
out stronger and harder, knowing
that this was our one shot at going
to nationals."
In the second half, Monroe
finally broke the scoreless tie
at 28:54 on an unassisted goal
by freshman forward Melissa
Hornfeck from the left-hand
side. Davie was happy about the
team coming out stronger in the
second half.
Just seven minutes after
Hornfecks goal, Davie on an indirect kick sent a bomb up-field
to sophomore midfielder Jamie
Dougherty, who was streak-

ing in from the left hand side.
Dougherty directed the ball into
the upper right-hand corner of
the net, putting Monroe up by
2. The Community College of
Rhode Island had many opportunities to score but Monroe's goal
keeper shut them down, coming up with six saves. The second half was dominated by the
Tribunes. Hornfeck, the nation's
#16 leading scorer with 28 goals
and 11 assists for 67 points,
helped to complete the third goal
by assisting Fafinski with only
6:42 to seal the deal for Monroe
and helping Fafinski get revenge
on the RI's goal keeper. When
the final whistle blew, there was
not a player or spectator sitting.
The field was rushed as the 2004
Lady tribunes advanced into the
National finals!!!
Monroe C.C. advances to the
2004 NJCAA National Division I
Tournament to be held on Nov. 18-

$1 For UB Name In Arabic!

21 at Paradise Valley Community
College in Phoenix, Arizona.
The top eight ranked teams in
the nation will be competing in
the tournament. Monroe will go
into the tournament ranked #1
and play the #8 Seed - Navarro
College from Texas. The Lady
Tribunes are expected to bring the
NJCAA title home to Rochester.

hotography by Cardinal Sports Imaging

The Lady's go in for a kick.

Robert A. Fratangelo
Mathematics Learning Center
11-202,204,206

Detective Fiction

Arabic/?

The MLC is a Great PlacetoStudy!

Stop $y -Che HasBro Ciufc 3-138 C
ffxat to "Kioto ID Office)
$«tw>eeD 10:0©-Z-00 " K O D ~ M

>

"f«Efc«©Sicsf your DMO« mita>eK
•writtenfirocyor sfwpte!

Do you watch TV ihow* like Law& Order and CSI?
Do you like following dues to solve mystenei?
Do you know what makes Shsriock Holme* JO famous?
Do you know who is (he molt popular detective fiction writer?
ioin ui ai w« read classic detective itoriei by Edgar Allan Poe, Arthur Conan
Doyle, and Agatha Chrbtk; Iwd-boiied novelt by Raymond Chandler and
Sue Grafton: and contemporary rtori« by Ed McSsin and PO Jarnej.
Englfih 106.002 Dweetive Fktton
MWF 10:00-10:50 Spring 2005
Fulfills literature, humanities, or general elective credit!
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1
Straw beehive
5
Blanched
9
Preliminary races
14
Prong
15
Prima donna's number
16
Turn inside out
17
Portals
19
Aqua
(nitric acid mixture)
20
Allows
21
Nightfall
23
Assists
24
Eye parts
25
Gossipy woman
27
Easily donned garment
30
Part of MLB post-season
31
Reprove
32
Young sow
36
David
Roth
37
Bile-secreting organ
38
Scand. country
39
Tritons' sch.
41
Regions
42
Director Preminger
43
Incoherent ranters

45

108

46
49
50
52
55
56
58
59
60
61
62
63

Wear away
Throaty break-in
BVDs
Antiquated
Minute arachnids
Hints
Having no will to move
Honolulu garlands
Solidifies
Short and sweet
Roughly
Italian noble family

**ATTENTION** ARE YOU
LOOKING FOR EXTRA
We are looking for 50 motivated
people in the Rochester area to
help build our team. If you are a
self starter with high energy then
this is what you have been waiting for... For more info: Phone:
585.454-5613
LOST GOLD & SILVER
BRACELET: Reward if found.
If you have information come to
3-134 or call 585.292-2540.
Place your classified ads in the
Monroe Doctrine. Classified ads
can range from 'For Sale' cars,
personals, lost & founds, events,
help wanted, etc... Advertising
rates are $3.00 for the first 28
words and $0.10 for each word
over 28. Call 585.292-2540 for
additional pricing information.
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4

14
17
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9

8

26

•^M
40

39

43
47

28
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37
41

48
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51

34

35

53
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49

57

1

59

60

62

Namibian people
Becoming equal
Patronage
Threefold
Males without dates
Opera set in Egypt
Asps
Korea/China border river
AC/DC power
Hobbits' homeland
Full participant in life
Thoughts
Idle talk
Confidants
Lesotho currency

••38

52

1
56

By Roger Jurgovan
Potomac, MD
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13
18
22
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28
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34

7

21

30

46

6
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20

25
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58

DOWN
1
Part of a process
2
Cows of yesteryear
3
Charms
4
Licenses
5
Britches
6
Circumference segments
7
Stretch the truth
8
Palliate

CLASSIFIED ADS

1

63

35
40
42
44
45
46
47
48
49
51
52
53
54
57

Sirtis role on "Star Trek: TNG"
Illustrators
Excess supply
" Fideles"
Science subj.
Allow in
Pickling juice
Movie critic
Dispatch boat
Missile chamber
"Miss
Regrets"
Moolah
Cicero's being
Saul's uncle

IT'S NOT TOO EARLY TO SIGN UP FOR

MUSIC BUSINESS
(MUSIC 253...181)
SPRING 2005...WEDNESDAY NIGH I 6:00- 8:50 PM
Whether you want a career in teaching or in performing or whether yon want
to work in a music center or remain in Rochester...

...YOU NEED TO TAKE THIS COURSE
The course is designed to improve your chances of making a living and
making a conlribulion tn your field of choice by giving you a "heads up" of
some things to expect in this difficult often changing profession.
Topics to be covered include music publishing as well as music
organizations and their services, income sources, recording studios,
copyright, record companies and other related avenues. Discussions also
include the numerous career opportunities in music
INSTRUCTOR: TOSNY FALZA.NO

For more information, cai! the inHructor at 820 4981 or see Tom Fmipaldi in the mu&ic
department

Voices of Silence, American Sign
Language Club, is sponsoring a bone
marrow drive geared specifically for
minorities.
The American Red Cross will be at
MCC on Wednesday, December 8th,
from 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. in Monroe B
Conference Room. All testing fees for
anyone of African-American, Asian,
Hispanic, Native American, and Middle
Eastern descent has been waived due
to the great need for donors in these
communities.
If you have any questions, call the
VOS Club Office at 585.292-3662
and speak to Ananda duMas, event
coordinator.
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Hockey Season

BY STAFF WRITER

LESLIE GREENWOOD

Sports

Sports Calendar
(Home Games)

MCC's Tribune Hockey Team
has yet to see the recognition they
deserve. Considering the teams'
history, athletic ability, and passion for the game, the number of
fans are lacking and the support
they need to go all the way.
The team's coach, former Amerks player, Geordie
Robertson has continually leaded the Tribunes to victory, during the five years of origination he has taken the team to
three Nationals and two Regional
Championships. So far this season, they are undefeated, beating teams like Cornell, Erie C.C,
Wheatfield Blades, and Suny
Canton. Last year the tribunes
concluded their season with a
21-6 record, contending in the
NJCAA Championships where
they lost their semi-final game to
MSU Bottineau 4-2, but they won

their consolation game against
Erie Community College 4-1.
The captain, Peter Shaffer,
playing center, in addition
to the two associate captains',
Jim Foggarty, also playing center, and Tucker Jordan playing
defense man, are in unison of
the teams' goal for the season,
Nationals. Norris and Gaiek are
just two of many MCC hockey players to be recognized for
there exceptional athletic talent
last year. Former players, Jack
Weimer, Bob Mowry, Jason
Fausette and Keith Cadwell, also
received titles for their athletic
performance. Timothy Norris, is
a senior and plays goaltender.
Norris received three post season
honors for his athletic performance last year. He was named
All Regional Team 1st team,
NJCAA All American 2nd Team

and Freshman All American ral ability is what sets them apart
Team. Norris feels honored for according to Coach Robertson.
all the recognition he receives but
Those who have attendhis devotion to the game it purely ed games in the past usually
about his passion for playing. find them to be high tempo and
"I don't talk much about it (The entertaining. Those who have
titles); it's not about bragging not attended a game are strongly
it's all about fun," Norris said. "I encouraged to go see what enthudon't play to get awards."
siasms about.
Although MCC had a great
As their season starts and they
team last year, the new freshman play to get to the nationals here
players are stepping up to the are some incite in what the playplate. Patrick Laffan; defense- ers, coach, and a fan of MCC.
men, Kevin Bourn;
center/wing, Patrick
Young;
Goalie,
Mathew
Popen;
defense men and
Steven LeDuc; center/wing, look to be
the new stars of the
team. Their drive
to succeed, love of
Photography by Mark Strassel
the game and natuMCC Tribunes group shot

HOCKEY:

12/1 - Broome C.C.
7:00 p.m.
12/3 - North Country C.C.
2:00 p.m.
12/4 - University of Buffalo J.V.
1:00 p.m.
12/11 - Binghamton Jr.
(Away) 8:00 p.m.

Tribunes Beat
Mohawk Valley
BY STAFF WRITER

LESLIE GREENWOOD
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
SWIMMING AND DIVING

12/3 - Southern Connecticut
(Away) 2:00 p.m.
12/18 - Mercyhurst N.E.
1:00 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL

12/5 - Fulton Montgomery
2:00 p.m.
12/8 -Cayuga C.C.
7:00 p.m.
12/11-Hudson Valley C.C.
2:00 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

12/3 - Wayne County C.C.
6:00 p.m.
12/11 - Lackawanna College
(Away) 2:00 p.m.

Sports Scores

It's looking like another
promising season for the MCC
Tribunes Hockey Team after beating Mohawk valley Community
College Hawks, 5-1.
What appeared to be a slow
start on both sides of the ice,
turned into an offensive burst for
the Tribunes. The Tribunes overcame a slow start scoring two
goals in a span of less than a minute at the end of the first period.
Craig Willis set the pace for
the team, scoring the first goal of
the game on the power play, set
up by Ryan Gaiek.
Before, fans could rally down
after Willis's goal, Kevin Bourn
came through with the second
major play of the game, shooting
on goal, giving Tribunes a twopoint lead. Team Captain, Pete

Shaffer, came through with the
first of two assists for the game.
Bourn looks promising for the
Tribunes after rebounding from
a recent shoulder injury, ocurring during the pre-season Black
and Gold game. Having scored
6 goals in four games thus far,
Bourn holds the team record for
most goals scored this season.
As for the Hawks, they could
use a few of their own "Bourns"
with their sagging offense, having gone most of the game with
no points on the board. Hawks
Captain, Bobby Jesmer, scored
the only goal for the team early
in the third. Tribune's fans can
thank goalie Pat Young for that
having made 15 saves for the
team.

THE TURN
BY SPORTS EDITOR

SEASON

EDWARD REDICK

The Rochester Amerks started
off their season horribly with a
1-7 record. From there they
pulled together as a team for the
last three weeks and won their
last six games. Lead by their
great goalie Ryan Miller, who
was named CCM/Vector AHL
player of the week. The Amerks
are third in their division. Behind
Manitoba and looking to move up
soon as their winning streak continues. Their scoring leaders are
Jason Pominville, with 6 goals
and 6 assists, Jason Botterill,
with 6 goals and 2 assists, and
Chris Taylor, who is on a sixgame point streak, who is 14th
on the teams all-time assist list
with a 181 and 16th on the point
list with 269. The Amerks play
some tough teams as they play to
keep their winning streak going.
They face off against Houston
and their rivals, the Hamilton

Bull dogs. For tickets or stats you
can go to their website, www.
amerks.com, and check them out.
Good luck to the Amerks as they
try to take first place.

Amerks Fart
Did you know the MCC
hockey coach Geordie
Robertson played for the
Amerks? He was known
as "Mr. Amerks" and
holds the scoring record
for the Amerks.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:

11/12 - Pete Pavia Touranment
vs. Schoolcraft College
114-61
11/13- Pete Pavia Tournament
Finals vs. Community
College of Rhode
96-61
MEN'S BASKETBALL:

11/12 - Pete Pavia Touranment
MCC vs. CCRI
89-81
11/13- Finals of the Pete Pavia
Tournament vs. Owens
C.C.
63-58
HOCKEY:

11/12-Hudson Valley C.C
6-2
11/14 - Mohawk Valley C.C.
5-1
11/16 - University of Buffalo J.V.
5-4

Outstanding All-Star: Women's
Basketball Player Ashley McMillen
BY STAFF WRITER
CHRISTINA LEWIS

An appropriate word to
describe Ashley McMillen is
"Outstanding!" This amazing
athlete has many accomplishments under her belt. She is an
excellent student and basketball
player, and deserves credit for
her many accomplishments.
McMillen laced her sneakers and began playing basketball with her two older brothers at the age of six, in her
hometown of Penfield, New
York. Who knew at that age she

would become what she is now.
McMillen, a shooting guard for
the MCC Women's Basketball
Team, was on the 2nd team, All
Region Team, and on the All
Tournament Team at the NJCAA
National Tournament this past
season in Kansas.
The ongoing support and
inspiration from her parents have given McMillen her
strength. "Follow your dreams,
and do what you want to do,"
as McMillen commented on her

parents' words of encouragement.
Being on a team is like being
a part of a family for McMillen.
The team is like having another
family, according to McMillen.
"Everybody gets along with
everyone," she said.
While being part of this family, McMillen has experienced
many memorable moments. The
most, however, was winning
the 2004 Division II National
Championship. "We finally ful-

filled all of our hard work."
Future plans for McMillen
include teaching. She is currently studying liberal arts, and
wants to teach after college. She
also wants to coach; giving back
to athletes on what she learned
growing to be a super star.
All of McMillen's hard work
has certainly been recognized
by many on and off the court.
Best of luck to you in the future,
Ashley McMillen!

